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1TRQDUCTI0 0 THE ISSUE

De'.fliOhard.eush, Department of English 84 CoMPar,
ive LiteriAure San Diego StateUniversityY

ke to Welbome you-tddiy on behalf of San Diego ate Uni-
vers the.California'CouncIl for the 'Humanities in Public Policy,:
and thebSanf Diegb State Linguiktids Students Association, a dis-
ous4oh of(X e. "Great,Literacy Crisis."

I ~have two `a nouncements t.before.we begin the program proper. The
first, i ifIrt for those of you. who are unfaMiliar with the
agency; rnia Council for the Humanities in Publib Policy.
This is oenia: ,m of = the National Endowmantif or the Humani-
ties and onaI dowsnfit funds issues such as this through
local an et e agenc as a mean of bringing together the
eat in Stholarsh. R and community opinikn. We are very grateful to '.-

the Califtlimia'Counril for finding Ahis issue to be of importance to
he community, andrfor funding this project.

v
hect'other announcement has tel A8 with

'
the evaluation of the confer-

'Rebecca Bryn ©n will be handling the. evaluation, and there
bee:forms availableAi:ere-today for that purpose. ip the event

that u,won't be able 'to -participate for the entire day, we ask yoU
pledjse"t&fillout one'Of the 44valuation fbrms before leaving; they
will be by-the'doors-this,morhing. 'It'd necessary far us tb see the
effect, tills kind qf conference, and to give so e feedback to the
Cotheirfor use in -planning future conferences o_ this sort

,

_,

BIKw0--of.introduding this I might say that Owe 'are currently
witnesailag. tyro Ohenomena... -The rat isthe pasaing of the tradition
al hUmanistib ideal Of,the "lite eta gentleman," conversant with and
effectiVe'ln the' ,-use of-"ther,written'word as a habit of life.; The
second igv IT er -appea e the contemporary scene of a reading pub-
lic which ,ccording e most recent reports) is more extensive
than ever%beffore;a in thelnumbers of books and other\publi-

,

cations purchased, an presumably -read. The contrasts inherent
i.. In these phenomena set the stage for'.oUr discussion to ay.

Public edudataonlon all levels--primary, secondaryt university--
been perceivedas not producing student's possessed of a critical,
awareness of the world of ideas; who dc) not hold and are unused 'to

effective Articulation asa goal; and who--some say--are unaw '-e of
thebroad cultural inheritance which formergenerations had p tip
cipated in. This indeed may be a literacy crisis; but cer tai ly, it
is on Somewhat different terms from what we will discuss tod y.

'-However, this issue is .a. broader one than the: simple 'decis on as.to
whether an individual can, read or write. The term "lite in;

sense is a cultural question, different from essential re ding and
writing. Taken in this sense, literacy implies a questi n of whether
an individua4 is educited: that is, can think independe tly and cri-
tically at, his or her/age leviel. It also implies a que tion of '

breadth: hap an indi idual been exposed to .issues of batance ph
pertain to mature h man We? In this 'context, liter cy'signifte4
the ability to re and write on-a certain cultural ever (active es
wh ch are inseparable, for the effective.ciemonstrat; n of one requ es

et very often, when tie rm' "lite acy" is used in e=t,
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A' the other pole, there is an interpretation at indicates that'
.

standardized test scores are misleading, becaUSe the'tests- them-
sclVes are arbitrarily' narrow ins and do not accuratel -gauge
what they set out to estimate. E pecial y,'thiS.:is'seen in th*. fail -',
ure to test/minoftty skills in pertinent or signifiCant way..- But .-

I want to add that 'today wware note going to focus on the mnori
student--or Ociond language--issue. : This ii something which is an,
entire concern in itself, -something which is beyond the scope of°our
discussion, today. What we want to'focus on is'whit s'aholarshipaian
tell Us about literacy, and whether that scholarstdp is influencing
the public's perception of the issue. To this end, then, we 44va
brought together a number of people who have familiari and

..

expertise' in. the issue of literacy.

ussions, it is not
but whether or no

wares-` a cultural
the implications o
which gd on, td day

the abili to.'read*and write which
one is truly educat in this Sense
eritance. I think t is impor an-P
at the outset, so that in tF dis-
clear exactly what the .issue

,

ly, then, there have been two general .interpretations` of the
t literacy question. On the:one hand standardized test

es show a decline in'reading,ability,. (I.md ht ad4 nanetheless
at only-last. week the SAT showedlhat .this. Ye is test:spores arc
o lower than laSt year's--as a Matter. of fact', they are,about on a

pat.) The resultant judgment-from this perceived-deOline:ip that .,
students do.notiread, or write. as well as Previdusly, and thus are
tending-Lo be //unctional illiterates. ,, 1

Our first speaker is-a person who is uniquely situated to com-
ment-upon literacy. 'Mr..Alfred Jacoby is Assistant to the Edi-
tor of the San Diego Union and is also Reader._ Representative of
the Union. Asa tepresantative of a profession which deals with
the written ord, and also as individual Whosees community
response in writing to the written ward in the ,news forum, Mr.
'Jacoby is conversant with proXeSsional expertise as well as
community ?..tteracy. Mr. Alfred Jacoby:

,THE LITEUCfARISIS AFFECTING THE PROFESSION

(Mr. Alfred Jacint, Assistant "to the
Editor/Readers RepreSentative'21a
San Diego Unibn)-

frt.

SoMe months'aga, in a piece about the fact that-illiteracy was -Oaus--
'ing some problems for the Navy, a Los Angeles TiMei writer said:

Functional illiteracy is defined as theAnability
to read a newspaper, write,a letter, address an an-
velppe, read and understand aAielp Wantedad dr new
paPer grocery ad, oi'to'read and understand-' sample
instructions or signs..

t ;that comes down A0 is--now. many people do'we have .off on our
ys who-don't understand signs that say ."SLOW TO 55" o "MERGE'.
or "THAVTRAFFIC MERGE.LEPT"-"thrdugh" bt coUrse'being misspelled.



We may be rearing a whole generation, a whole series of generations.
of ch4dren .who believe that, the Chicage.Tri une was right in its
attempt to.have simplified spelling back 1n -_e,20's'and 30'se and
that "through" is always spelled "th-r7u,'"and that "road" is
spelled "r-d," and ".BLVD" -means "boalevard?" I' can, understand
why we haveaecidents on-our freeways if -we'lapparently have a great
number of people who cari't read the signs._

First of all, is there a Problem? 1 think there's aprobleml We've
all been talking about the. litetacy,'problem for as lOng aS anyone
can recall, for at least-the-last hundredyears or, Sp. Mark Twain-,
out most vaunted and finest writer,"talked'about thCaiteracy
lam, Worried about,the literacy problemnd- yet wasable to write
in the ,most literate-way Using the finestexamples of the Americanidiom

Yes, *it exists. That's the e facto wprld in which we live. We even
have day dedicated to'it--September 8th was International Literacy
Day. That's the final evolvemeat, I supposP. of \the American Dream 7-
to have a day named after literacy,- or.the lack of it.

:On that particular day, as it happens, Senator George McGovern, a
former college professor, spoke to the question of literacy in this
Country, and some of its:problems. He suggested in the course of"
things that we even have a National Commission on Literacy.

But first, some of the examples Senator McGovern, through his staff,
`d'scovered about literacy in this country. In 1977, Senator McGov-
e said, actually 1 out of 10 students about to graduate from high
school was still incapable of doing basic everyday reading tasks.
Among poorer segments of. the population more thaw]. in 5 cannot read
at a,basic level as 1110 school graduation approaches. Even many
prospective teachers, Senator McGovern continued, are not truly lit-
erate. ..In 1976, for example,"one-third of the applicants for teeich-
ing-jobs failed an 8th.grade general knowledge test' in_ Florida. (Flo-
rida is generally cited, I might add parenthetically, as one of the
best areas in the South to get a college education.) Senator McGov-
ern cited Dr.. Norvell Northcutt, Director of the' Adult Performance
Levhl Project, whO. had defined three levels of functional competency.
At the lowest level, Dr. Northcutt_ paints out, the functional incompe-
nttrcannot effectively read'a want ad, fill out a job application,

or perform simple computational tasks. By this standard, 16% of the
whites, '44% of the Blacks, 'and 5694 of Spanish- surnamed adults are
functionally incompetent. And of course illiteracy, and tneompete cy
.haVe to be put together. cGovern also pointeq out that illiterte
ip not really a problem of the poor and the less educated; colleg s
and universities complain that 1 out of 4 incoming freshmen needs
remedial yelp in reading and writing. The University of California.
which we ve always loelieved in thiS state to be on_ e of the finest
state un* ersities in the world, found that 755 of the state's top
high' school students failed a nationally-used 'English Composition
test in 1975-

Wrapping it all up.. McGovern said that 30 million adu
e functionally incompetent arid' that 20 million Amer

-a. a,of 16. cannot read well a'iough to understand a:ran-

Americans
ans above the
ad.
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swell our
treatment

s eiters, a

all. this Mean?' These incompetents, these ill terates,
unemployment-lines; they fill our Pribbn& and our drug
centers.' instead of becomin taxpayers, they become tax

public cost near 'billion- dollarsan

Something ;is very wrong with Ame ican educatibn, Senator cGoverft,
saidt What good does it, do tO send 130-billion.dollars a year try
defend our natioq militarily, when thffevpitizens- we- seek to protect
are ill-equippedto function educationally in the world theTliye in
and work. every da

Now, dn'anticipation of what pect will be a prime matter of dis-
.

cussion as the morning goes on, I must say that I find' it diqi
lrcultto accept the current

. attacks an .testing methods. It doesn'teally
make any difference Whether" Srou'call-an apple an orange, or a kum-.
quat, orAmyth* else; it is still a certain- ,kind of fruit. The
fruit itself do sn'tl'change. To put it on andther level, it doesn't
make shy differ whether you find out you're pregnant in a doctor's
office using a si pie urine test, or y6u find oui you're by
discovering that, the m rual periods have ended,, or tha ,you find
out you're preghant by ter nine. months -- having a baby. '-You're .`
still pregnant; and the problem--or the joy, in the case of pregnanc
is still there.

.1

Whether the 'me hods'are right or wrong isn',t really 'the-po t
at issue. It IieeMa_lo me that :whether the teaching is right or wrong
is the point a't lesue.' To evade that point is only to'put off the
inevitable questipt\of how are we going ta.solve,thisiarablem? Lt
seems to me that 'iteis:appalling,.in the case of minoritii.es, for in-
stance, to s3' that. "Well, the reason the Blackb don'' .t pass standard
tests is that7yOudotO put enough Black experienc into the testing
equipment." Thati.ouvery true,.you don't; but you e also, in giving
that statemento ikno pg the fact that this is a white middle-class
world in whi6h and we don't seem to be doing.-enaugh to teach
our people t live biri at white middle-class world.... at least,'-in
the homogeniz &Ameida\into which we seem to be tumbling at great
speed in these last 25 Years.

If you don't thy;
hompgenfzed word,
in this count

country`,. tads;

ation has xthanged'into-a white Middle-class
er what a hamburger tasted like 25 years ago-

4hata hamburger :tastes like today. Everywhere
.a hamburger taStes like a MacDonald's ham-

burger. -25 years ago' you, could get good hamburgers and ypu could
get bad hamburgers; but at least thee was Some:variety, We have
brought. the lave levil of-hamburgers up to the MacDonaldls and

°fug seettiWCountry, going into a homogenized MacDonald's lev-
el of hamburger and life, brought lin by the interstate highway- stem'
and teievisionbloth of whicivhaveimproved,and yet,'iq,my opinio
downgraded, he_quality of life in this country.

I - -

What does this mean? Let.me give-you a recent example
= supplied by a

leading educator at a middre-class community college, here in-South
ern California. Consider, too, the wonderful metaMorphosis in the
name of these two -year colleges. Some'30 years ago,- when I' was a
student at 'Long Beach Junior College, It was a "junior" college. Then
they became "city" colleges. Now,-they are "community" colleges: Es
sentially, so-far as I can ell, theT-remain about the same, but the'



. -nasal keeps ahang
our testing \te

It may be there's some
*ques in that.

But conSider ,these figures...in this particular middle-class core
college here .in Southern California, in the last two years,

some 4,q00 students have been tested using a. standerd-ftelson/Denney
testing technique. 30.2% of these 4,000 students scored in the ser
Ouslyimpaiied reading class,'in the 17th percentil* or lower. What
that meant.was that 75% of the texts were beyond'the range of more
that 5 of the students at this part. ular community college.

AP
What is the solution? acme would ay ,' "Why, lower the expectgtion
Lower the textsl, Make the cXasses lertr Others, 1 hOPe; will.
say' "Let's` find better ways of tea hing, let's-make our ekpectations
greater" In the long run, it'll make forra more literate

.
ecountry-

What' does all 'this mean to the professions? It-means.in jou nalism
that we virtually have to, teach baSic grammar to good many af our
yo9ng reporters It means we have to do things'l teach the vari-
ous.forms of"its," for example. We have to -time an againexplain
the rule cif the pronoun antecedents, and apparentky n body`e-teaching;
that rule on most of our television Cations, because ver and over
again .1 'find myself shouting back, at the televi'iion newscadters-wh-en
they say "The San Diego Padresi they are doing. thid, -they are doing
that;.." And you think, "My Glidl This incredible news function. is.
telling everybody how to talk bad:"

We have the. feeling that the other -professions have the same problem.
We hear that many, tiny 'doctors (doctors who spend a great deal of
their lives learning scientific functions) don't spend very much time
learning -the English functions. Consider this note from the Office
of the Yice-Chancellor (this was in financial Management,'1 should

'add) of the San,,,Diego camOus of-the University of California)

Effective July 1, 'l978r systemwide administration .
has allowed the campus to permanentize the allocation
of the university opportunity funds which were'previ-
ously restricted to temporary or current-year-only
allocations.

I thihk that sentence means "From now on, you cen4g t yo money ev-
ery year instead of asking' for it from time to time "

.

Finally, what did Senator McGovern, in his speech on International
Literacy Day, have to say-and what did, he recommend?

--\

He wanted to ee formed a National Commissioh on Literacy. Another
agency. He felt that this federal agency should be very independent,
and pariicularlY independent of what is referred-to as "the educa-
tional establishment." He recommended that this commission be com-
pletely independent of the National Institute :for Education. He felt
that it had to study the possibility or the desirability in the con-
tent of competency centers.. He, felt that this-commission should

.

evaluate current p rams and explore possible innovations to
,

raise

it
the leve l's, of ;Ate He felt that this commiAsitn should consider
alternati e solutio outside the'traditional school getting. And



inallY that the commission should analyze the fectiv
f, the 'burren ederal assistance in, combating illiteragy, and t
fect, of dm' rent formulas\for distributi such funds.

Theie are all wqmierful reaokmendations: I ani, sure that-Senator
McGovern hh.EINistc expeciation, that they would be fulfil 'led, not in
era pf telt reform 'and!, Howard 'Jarvis.

linfortuna e 44until 'the public is once again convinced that o so-
ciety is tight, the HoWard Jarvises will continue to flourish. And
that society includes education,,

'Thank you.

Thank you, Jacoty.

Gun, ecbnd speaker this morning is Dr. utette Elgin,
froth-San Diego State University. Dr. Elgin is Asso-
ciate Professor-of Linguigtics and is widely published
ih linguistics, as.well as a published hovelist. Mr.

s. Jacoby has raised a number of issues'and cited, sta-
tisiiqa,ip suPport*of the existence of a literacy crisis;
Dr- E/gin will respond an the topic: "Is tho Literacy
Crisis Real?"'Dr. Suzete,Elgint

IS THE LIT RACY CRISISRE

(Dr. Oimette21,gin;-:linguis
an Diego State. pailiersity

and author -

This mornihe.,because the topic we are dealing with is so broad h
scope, and because our'time is ,so limited, I intend toy focus on a
single agpeCt of our larger questions what are iiteracy'tests, and
all 'their .standardized kin, or? That, iS, what function or functions
do the serve.erve in American society today,that makes them worth the en-
ormous .expenditure 'd#' timei.ener and money thst°.they demand of us
all? .

We `can begin our 'discussion of this; question by thinking bri5f4ly, of
a settcif; very amal statistics._ It is by no means copiplpte: is
by no means However,- itrepresents a set of realworld
facts for which even a very hroad.margin ot error would not make a.ny
significant.change in the situation---stherefore,-it is usable in to-
day's context._

The proportion ofFam Priority citizens in the United States today. var-
ies from source to-souros, dependiTigfupon 1one s diefniti-on.cf-a--

"minority" and uponia number, of other factors. It can be set con-.
servatively at 20%--one fifth of our national population. In bali
fornia the figure passes one third, with the most recent `statistic
being" 34.7 %. thistwe must set another figure:, that the "aver"-
age representation of-minority citizens in any. off' those careers cox`'



% r

.priofessions..for h:Governor Brown tells us that psychic income is
available,is.oly -and that Is the average figure;

o find; this sta iatioal proportion reversed, one must look at the
figures for,food:iervibe workers, domestic workers, ,prison inmates-,
and ciassis'for the.mentally retatded,

4 ,

pow,-7h6w Piave We aCcomplished -this?'

Not, certainlx, 'thy chance. Theodds'against such 'a .bizirre dstr-
bution are imprDbable. Certainly not by-law. .nr-Constitu-
tion would not allow us to have.a law whiCh said that' minority repre-
sentation in the prideSsionp must at no time rise abcive an average
figure of 4%

.

Nevertheless, have accomplished precisely the same results as would
Such a law--orksUch a.bizarre coincidence of improbabilities- there
1p no sign of A* trend toward change. On the contrary, the firm rip
of the Anglo upon the upper soc-ioeconomic levels of American society
tightens with each passing year No clear statistics are availab e

\for my own minority group--thezark and Appalachian popr whites- -
but there ,is ample evidence t at they fare little better than the
"recognized" minorities in thiS regard. ,Vieare perhaps simply less
coTorfill.. 1

The. mechanism we have devised 'to ensure that there h 11 be no change
,in the composition of the upper Classes in America is ased not on.
improbable skews and squiggles in the graphs buf on the firm founda-
tion of the Sacred Bell Curve. That mechaniSm is the literacy tuts,
and all theiy/cousins.--the GRE, the LCAT, the 'MCAT, the. Bar.exam, and
so o ad intinitum. From the very first test in circlinthe bunny that
is efferent from-all the other bunnies, straight' h through to the up-
perm pt le els= of the academic, technical and prafessior*1 worlds, the
standardi ed tests serve this functibn. As Trofessor--Bruce Cooper'of
Dartmout College said, in "the Los Ange1-s Times for September 12th of
this ye thesp.tests are "fulfilling a najar.'sorting function',in
our 304 Y.!' (A0d.since I don't`speak St4ndar English.,glish., I'll spell

_that woad for you--it's "s-o-r-t-i-n-g," "sorting.") -'.His perspective
on this differs. somewhat ffom my dwn, since he finds this "sorting"
f nctio so admirabfe that he advocates '.a nationwide single test of
itera y for one' AAd all. 'And it ,is somewhat astonishing to find his

statement written right out in .black and white like that, rather than
peekin through betviden.the lines in its usual fashion. But I agAe
wholeheartedly with his assessment of what the( tests are,accomplishing.

Now I woul not' want you to think I stand here today advocating il-
literate judges and doctors and chemists and engineers and atomic
physic3rsts, much less, incompetent ones. My personal familiarity with
such testing instruments as State. Medical Board Examinations does not
equip me to spbak of their limitations--if limitations there be--with

-any degree of assurance. I will therefore fprther narrow the focus Of
my remarks to those tests at.the level of the GRE andbelow, with which
I am depressingly.f iliar.

i

We defihe literacy t6day, as .the abilty to pass the lit acy tests.
This mdght riot be circular; it depends entirely on what our tests tell
us. Let us consitier that fora moment. ,

/



Titelt:titil,ut.whether, individUal,:facedmith four 'words -- ''lie /lay
laid/lain"--Will Ae at:e 'to choose among ,the :four-in-accordance With.-
the 'handbooks. They do .not tell us' if he' the is' loneSt or cOmpas
sionate .conscientious.

They tell Us whether an individual knows that nice people.don't say,
"lirregardless," and whether he .can usithe "neither/nor" construction
properly. They &k not tell us if he or she, is talented or creative
or hard-working.

They tell us `whether someone can, under stress, in A. hot room and in
an unComfOrtable chair, with his car illegally parked and his children

. in:the care of he-knowth-not-Whom, produce five paragraphs on some grip-
ping, subject subh as "How I /lave Changed"--and do that well enough to
please half a dozen English teachers. They do not tell us Whether this
person would be a insp- iratioh to others and an 'asset to a'chosen field
of work,

:They tell us .Whether an-individual has mastered that quaint and 'curious
dialectt-Standird Written-Academic English--which no living human being
speaks, and almost nobody writes, and which.the vast majurity. Of _us
(myself emphatically included) could no..t possibly maintain for any
length of time unlq-ps we were reading aloud from a manuscript prepared

e,in advanc and faithfully adhered to.'

money tell us whethbr the individual is willing to accept, in the name
of "oorrectness,", such barbarisms as "The winners were he and we." They
do not tell us whether he 6r she, has =ood taste, 'or- appreciates clari-

...-----ty and elegance and vitality of fexpr ssion.
_../

'Above all,ethey telllis Whether' the individual is skilled at test-
TAKING, that skill of all skills. I am highly...skilled at test-taking
myself, and for that reason I /can o rily pass .the tests - -but only.
if I cheat. Bythis I do'not man art of cheating' that goes with
writing down the answers on one.'s cuff. What -I mean is that I can
pass those tests only. if I.firmlSr ignore what I do in all honesty con-
sider to be the colarect answers, and concentrAte instead on supplying
what I know from experience-,that. the test writers want, me to select.

The Vests do not, I submit tell us anything useful about literacy. A
-literate- perpon is -one who and writ with such ease; and-such
pleasure, 'that he or she,,,would not willinglk give up reading and writ-
ing as a part of daily life. None of our tests will identify.such; a
persomfor us.

It is high time it was pointe& out that the perc,eptual and cognitive
processes required for reading Jaws, Skateboard dberld, and Thekational
Enquirer, are eexxa_ctly the same as those required for read4ng:Henry James,
the Atlantic Mon hlY0'and The New' York Times. The litep4cy tests do
not measUre, whether one reads, nor what affe,might be willing to read
if given the opportunity--they measure'whatone has.already read. In
the young, this is largely sTriatter of chance and.locaa' school Nard
policy...and or how many hours since Jarvie76Ann came along the pub-
lic librarie-s, are open.

The major function of the literacy tests is therefore that, of 'a fi1t
er.--a socioeconomic filter, of remarkable efficiency and,alleged le-

, gality. As the statistics show us, they serve that function well.



at 16 nOt their only unPtion.
which'.maY interact with.the first and
we had nevee anticipated.

T _have -another role,
affiCt it g ways that 'perhaps

They are, I am'firmlyconvincbd, creating a Ziteracy crisis. real
literacy crisis. Not theone we.pay service to here today, but
an authentic one 'hundred proof guaranteea Unmistakable 14.teracy,,cris-
is,'a.pire-up of nomi.nalizations which Edwin. Newman would ,tairit_away
to hear. -Ey: tring,lfteracli.inextricably tb.tension, to itress, to
unpleasantness, to crisis, Ao pressure; to negative-labelling-7you,
reel±ze,.I hope,,that we have the arrogarice to tell peoplevthat.we
are engaged, in DIAGNOSING their,DEFICIENCIES in:Iorer that
'prescribe REMEDIES for-them?--in this fashion we art creating arr(en-
tire*generation of young people who are-learning to despise and to'
abhor everythi g connected in any way, no matter how tenuous, with
either readin or writing.

. *

There.ia an:algorithm for the creation, of a Literacy Crisis, and .it
-hastix simple steps.ti -.-

STEP ONE: Constantly impress upon studentS, using all available-me-
dia both in,and out of-th4,classpoom, that the knows
them to be'illiterateignorant, inCompetent,-,unsatisfactory, not up
to community standards, and a. waste' of the taxpayers', dollars

. "10'( e
,. - +

STEP-TWCIII As-As of literacy, administermUltiple choice
. exams composed of 50% nit-pickeries such as-the eequirement for nom-_

inative case pronoUns in predicate pOsition, and, 5Q% utterly obvidus
throWemays,a-technique which can be relied upon.to-S;preduce the Bell

, Curve.about which our entire educational-system revolves.
,

STEP 'THREE: As yourtsecond literacy measure,* haver` students write aryl'
essay over a .question so badly worded and so.boring'that no sane in-
diVi-dual not uf(der threat .of remedial courses-Could be forced to write
even a sentence about it, and be sure this ia.done under the most.mis
erable pOssible physical conditions. Incomprehensible instrucTions

d squads or grim test monitors help greatly with, Step Three.

STEP FOUR: Be- certain that, all tests, including the r instructions,
are written in a language-Mode:required only in the academic environ-
ment and the, ,Mary Worth comic strip.. Ideallyt the student or prospect-
-ive employee should be tested in mode that he or--she has never en--.
countered*,.before anywhere. Fortunately-,.a-number'of the standardized
tests in use offer us this-convenient feature.

STEP FIVE: itThenIdefining "readability, base it upon formulas which -,
relysrupon such matters as the number of syllables in words, and sets
of archaic vocabulary lists., Be very careful to ignore the fact that
"lOcomotive" is as long A word-as "psychomachoea,"-and sdrupul.ously
exclude from-your data for compilation of-vocabulary lists-analyses
of Rolling Stone, The Lord of the Rings', New Times, Surfing klaglint,
or any other publication that young people might actually have read.

STEP SIX: -Finally, at the slightest indication that some teacher
might--through ignorance or hazard-rhave taught'all of his or'her
.students how to-do those things needed. for reading with pleasure '-and
writing with ease,' scream GRADE INFLATION( After all, such a teacher
wou have to-give all A's, and we' all know where that leads. It



certainly does hot lead to massive:Tederal. grants SrT remediation,
nor to massive sales of newspapers or advertising along- the lines , of
"He'll cost uq $21 thousand -dollars to' educate and he won 'I even know

. .

how to read or write."

People w1 o ow full well that they are both competent and .1i-berate ,
bUt who fihd that their failure to remenibtr the answer to. the "lie
lay/laid/lain" conundrum invalidated that' competency and literacy,
reach a point at whiqh they say :-'All right; then, the hell with your
reading -and writingi "f They are tired of wearing .the Literacy Leper rs
Bell around their nets, and the -Carle I. across their. breasts; and'.
One t-An only respect -them for, that, whit' one mourns it Enough is
enough, and more than enough.

'It is this new generation who will--Joe the teachers' of the. academic-
,

r-generaTI7 to follow. Ana then we Will have-our kiterabp-crisiS .in_
esrhest , _and those who have been -claiming that there was one these
past 100 years will be able tio say We told you. sa,. . and will perhaPt." -

at ,last be satiAll a.

l wild cl6Why adding:my own voice he ;many Otherdasking: for a
total moratorium on all -stdhdardized ,testing-itleast at the college

. not- .

srevel ,a04i,telow7-7for a:-period :of 3. to .years. truly not believe.
-hat;pur7.wsducation44 systems cPk':OUr 'economy -would oollap6e

,..,-f'40--aa Abreathinpace despite the profit losses for the -giant test
industty and the media* :Timd.Whidfrsthef,:

inexorablit3echedule':of.the giyiliblhOtestScOre7the-testgive7therq,.
teSt-again,r'does-ndt-alloW.us It would eve; us 'a chance to decide;
what we are really testihe.'itlawitYand-,t0find:.-611t"-Whethert4:000'r:.t7
Ing!-YunctionnoW-serlied by tIletos.t.-6:':i.s. 4Re .that-ISmqral4uSt:166CaUbeit is -.legal, and whether: we ,watt a nation', continued'
support

If we are not Willing
simple stepnation
'quires that his studen
who naked the sardtdemaprik-6
to take the ,tests n. question. under--a.S far asis .possible - -the same,
standardized mi,,#roitiv conditions. rtSeeMs, no more than ,juSti4e:
me that we only dpfilSomfthing of other's if we know we can do. ,itour7.
Selves al-arid tests are concerned, we do not know that. It
seems no :more: VI-0i .common se se that we only require something Of "oth7
srswhehWe'crloW IttrfOrsOnal--and recent ,- experience what is it thdt
we are requiring. ere these tests are concerned, we cannot- mee

. triterion*.

.

far, then ret us tat 1 ake one
si'st that-, every inetrwtor whO_ re-

,,

p.sd these tests, and everr-emplbyer
or her employees'', alsb be -required

Either of these two actions or beet of all, both of them, with the
,.administration of the tests to acddemiog and prOfessionals taking plate'
as the first phase of the ,toratOrium"; might provide us with a reveld-
tionor two It might, eventirigg proceeded. immediately,forestal
theft Great Literacy Cil2Sis that is Otherwise-a-9 inevitable ad.-
tomorrow' a -sunri Se .

Thank you,



Thank You Dr. Elgin.

Our third speaker this morning is James Popham,
fr UCLA. . Pr. -Popham is a-iecognized expert On
testing, he willspeak to us this morning on
what tests scores tell us.- Dr. JaMes Popham:

WHAT DO-TEST,SCOREZ TELL qq?

(Dr...James Pop
cation - UCLA

A panel-discussion usually permits a degred of` interaction among the
participants, but I see the time schedule here, doesn't permit that.;
to I:in-going to take advantage of this Opportunity, The. first- two
speakers have delivered some interesting remarks I find that they
disagree with -_ each other, and I -amdtn substantial diaagreement with
both of them. qo, it would be d-elightful to interact a bit.

d,:tt
k

Mr, Ja suggests that the allegation., that the tests aren't doing
good .Job ,in -telliqg us whether people are literate or not is not a verb
sensible assertion, and that-7.34ke Pregrfhncy--we can simply firld out
whether,. in fact, people are lfterate., It seems to:ma that 'whether

e is pregnarit or not-is certainly incontestable.:.at least in ad-
fltistages...but that is not the,case with raspct to a variety
s we,are trying to measure, one of them being literady.

d' Dr. Elgin's.delighIfUlAiatribeagainst testing somewhat ex-
cessive.,__I-find tests are riepr6hensible, too, but her p'oposal that
mr-e-haVe a temporary moratorium on testing .strikeame as running the
-risk of"permandntizing" the death of-tests. It-seems to me that
there are-improvemefits to be made rather, than simply chucking the whole
-lot put, even-though tests suffer from-many deficits.

s

focus was suppoSed to be on testing. -it was already treated very.
adequately, . But thi title= is "What-Do--the Tests Tell Us About Liter-'
acy?"-..

-,

-seems to to that tests-cantell us what the-Current situation is,-
,

and' with any luck they can tell us what-ought to be. Unfortunately.
both of those messages becoma.very. much garbled, depending upon our
sophistication in the use of tests. And I'd-like to deal with both.
,of those questions: that, is, the current status of literacy in the/
United States, and how ma can improve that status through the- use of
'testing.

rWS yo-u-probaly know of 14st week 36 states in'our nation have
enacted.regulations, -or state laws, which require students to,display,

competency --in- reading, writing, and math,
usually, in_order to secure a high school diploma:. .1n ;California we

-have had burlavi-for a couple of years-now, and it's local deterMina-
,tiOnr7Whatts done.inSan Diego --may be-different from what's done in
L.A.--bUt 'essentially kids, within :a Ouple of years, will have to
diSL4y. a minimum prowess in literacy of a,sort, a very reduced sort,
in Order-to get 4.,,high school diploma.

11



This kind movement, sweeping he country ih the past two or three
Yearsc is an astonishing pheno enon, really, and clearly conveys a
public indictment of the of. education. The public, .through
its elected representa es, is telling school folks that you have
not done. a good ob at there are too many people who are getting
.out of school who _ lot.-read and .write as we wish them to read and
write. In that regard, they are -relying almost exclusivefy on test
lerforkfances to -yield the evidence. is an evidence-oriented gama,-
and the. public is,no longer willing to accept glib reassurances from
_Superintendents regarding whether or riot kids can read or write..

The problem is that when we rely on the typical kinds of tests that
are employed to demonstrate literacy, We measureson measres devised for

,a different purpose and Which' are therefor 'inappropriate for the f14,no
tion We are asking them to serve. -

Just a moment or two of history, because i't is true that in this country
we have a remarkably refined technology of educational measureMent:
There is no better in the world. And,it started in. World War I when
psychologists, loorrowing some of the methods of Binet, decided that
they could 'serve, the nation by isolating tests which ,would separate in-
dividuals according to their ability to serve as officers in the mili-
tary:. We had to,win the war, save the society, and the idea of these
psychologists was to spread examinees outmilitary personnel out--so
we could find out the ,ones who-would be best and who would thus be-

''-come. effective officers. And they devised some very effective tests
during that period--group tests--the Army Alpha being one which was ad-

. 4

ministered to well over.one million two hundred and fifty thousand men.
And the tests worked rather well. They could spread examinees out
The .people who did very well were' sent to. officer training programs,
the people who did' average were sent _to the trenches, and the people
who did very badly 'were sent to college administration training prog-
rams,

But these tests soon became annointed. They .had all sorts of Validity
and reliability coefficients associated with them. They came to us
professionally.printed froin fi =e organizations, fram such centers of
cerebral (excellence as Princet New .Jersey. What possible harm
could emerge from Princeton, N ersey? And, they became known as
"nationally standardized" test and that, too, made them impervious
o criticism. As a consequence a good many people began to employ
these tests for purposes for which -they were not designed. Remember,,
they were designed 'originallyto epread examinees out, to pick the .

beet from the worst on some kind of Rroblem-solving testi'--Now, what
happens, however, when you do that,4(1s.thaVyou do not necessarily
create a measure' whioh is suitable for varffyitig whether aniindividual
i$ literate. Two criticisms of these tests I think addtto Dr.

that =I think 'area in., a way, more salient. 0,

First, I think_ there are some psychometr c tendencies built into these
kinds of-Ntests'Which renter-them decisively: unsuitable for, telling
whether or-not the examinee is literate. This is a point that I would
not think Mr. Jacoby and a good number ot4merican citizens are fami-
liar with, because it is a very subtle kind of deficit which-renders
these tests wrong for the.purposes to which they are being put.

A test that is going to prove.useful for discriminating among examin'-
ees must spread out the scores; it has to spread out the scales.- If

12



it doesn't' spreadsdut the scores
comparisons which Ore at,the he
-You cannot say that Mary scored
at the 43rd and so on. You mus
you do not spread scores, out rya
high reliability)poefficients
those kinds of tests. The sin
tests which have high reliabil'

yd art ake the fine.- rained
t of a del nt'test-of thatrioEt.,

at the- 85th percentile and Harriet
spread scores out. Furthermore, if

her decisively, yOu cannot-secure the
ich'are imperatiVe in order to sell

le -most important...factor in producing
ty reasonable degree of response

variance. To produce response!variance becomes imperative for creators
of traditional-achievement tests. .,

, A test item which maximizes re wise variance is one which is answered-
correctly by'about 50% of the examinees.- That's-the item which is the
best item-for spreading people but. Finds test item which everyone
answers correctly, and that item would have'nd impact at all in spread-
ing out-the examinees performances. An item which is answered incor-
rectly by everyone similarly-doesn't spread people out. But one that
is answered correctly, by 'half the examinees is the winner. Therefore.
you push toward items which are answered correctly -by about 40% to

es. Item which are answered correctly by a,larg-_,\the examin es--let's say 80% or 90%--are systematically
tests wren he tests are revised, because such items
purposes o spreading t examinee perZormance., Those
after a tes ,,ts revise any times are jettisoned.

60% of the examin
er proportion of
removed fromthe
are redundant fo
items, therefore

. . c7----
..

However, if you hink aboUt it just a.moment, yon will realize that \

particUlarly on chievementte ---literacy\tests, so- called - -the items
on which-student tend-60 perfo m well-will be items dealing with Con-
tent teachers th ught important ,nough to stress. The More important
the 'content, -the, more str ss.the\teacher giVes that content; the more
stress given, th 'b4ter e' students do;.,t e better the students 'AL°,
the higher, the p 'omance on -the\examinati n- item', and, therefore,
the less likely t the examination itet will remain. on:-:the:test.
That means that ter a while,.. loan- you.exclsa from the
test the very ,ite Containig the portant things that we should
te teaching.= Thi is happeni_g in -e dardized achievemeri tests7ta.
the point that th= se -tests m times e functioning exactly like
intelligence/apti ude- tests; t ey are covering esoterica, not mainline
subject.

Ham not suggestin that the def ciencie- in American education .ares
a function of test that 144ave,tec 'caI deficits. Mr. Jacoby is quite
rightthere are clrar i adequac in our educational program. But
to some extent, uSi-g te f perform_ ce as arvindex of ,this inadequacy
is an unrealistic w y to assess .it

There's': asecond problem that deals 'ith.the use-of these-kinds of,.
tests to'-tell us wha the current si uation is; and that is that
these tests are prod_ by commercial testini organizations that have
o sell tests -in orde- to stay in busiless.

-

Now even though they
cal legal precedent
have to enough
the firm running.

in some case
functioning, as
to keep their

3

as consequence.of hist ri
nd o it agencies, they Still
executives in office...to keep



By a strange artifact, in our country local curriculum policy is set
by local boards, by the Boards -of Education) andmthat results in amaz-
ing diVertity across -the That curricular diversity Iliakes it
very difftcult for a 'test pubilAher who wants $10 sell tests to spell
out precisely what the test measures. If, in)fact, those tests des-
cribe precisely what they' measure, what is emphasized in the reading
program in San Diego may not be what is emphazied in the reading p'rog-
man in Detroit, Michigan. And as a consequence, people in. San Diego,
might say "Well, that's rathpr like what we're teaching here`; but
we're not really teaching precisely that way, so we'll look elsewhere."
Therefore, test publishers describe their wares in inordinately gen-
e al terms and pick up the classic Rorshach dividend of letting people
ee in an ink blot what they wish to.

ThiS, means that many times there are unrecognized mismatches between
what it taught '-and what is ,Usted. When you have that kind of

mismatch you have,obviously misleading data and spurious' c
elusions.

What I'm suggeSting as that there are deficits in the'types-Of.'°-tan
ardized achievement tests that we currently emplpyi which rend:;
assessment of the "literacy Crisis" invalid on the basit-Pf*tla
dence

The second point that I want to deal with is: to what extent
these tests tell us what ought to-be, what.should-be, with re peet- o
literacy?

I would submit to you that the-impact of the to on the.curriculumis.
potentially dangergua. That tests signify whlt e public expects, and
when society's expectations hiVe been made *.onifest, educators in gen-
eye' cleave to those expectations. I had this: point brought home to
me most vividly a year ago... I- know a few .5f you in the audience, and,-
you probably know that I have spent most of -by life .running. I.-do not
like to dawdle.. And, therefore, through ..the years, in driving, when-
ever I have been facing a'trafficlight, waiting to turn left, and the
people. in the Opposite direction have moved less than fast, I simply.
turn left when the light change4, without' waiting for anyone. I find
you can mcke the left without waiting for them to come across. This
saves you` approximately 6 to. -,elseconds. at a traffic signal, and, over
a Period of 15 years rthink-1- has :paved me in the neighborhoo&of-
47-minutee.

All right 'About a year ago, I was coming .e erom a local hiAery ..4(,/

establishment - -I'd bought dinner for the kTas--and I was waiting at
the traffic light. The cars didn't move fast, I did my typical left=
hand turn, was -movingdOWn 'about two blocks, when I was followed. by a
black and white ca with a red siren bUzzing. Being attentive to nu'-
ance, I sensed that.it was a polioeperson; This guy stopped me, and.
he came over, and_Irolleddown the window,, being very Affable; I did-
n't think I had done anything- wrong. He said -"Hey, buddy, you pulled
a jackrabbit back there'."- Now a number of thoughts went through my-
head, not being familiar with the term--I didn't know what he was

='ing about. I.said,"Pardon me, Officer?" He-sayt,"You pulled' a'''
l Well,.eft turn back there, Buckol"- always deferential n

the_ _f''a.ee of loaded. weapon's, and I said, "Whatei,er, you say, Sir!" And
he said, "That's illegal in the state of Califorhiaryour jackrabbit
left turn is illegal!" And so I said, "Fine," I thought of bribing,

14



,

.him with thedrumstick--that seemed tooblat d he said, .

going to cost IFOu a ticketp.buddy,u'and I't ok my, tiCket.

....'

Okay...I_paid that cket at the rocal'po ce stat on aweek or sa
later--it,cost me t elve dollars and fifty cents. That didn'tseem
to me a traumatiz "_n fee, and as a consequence my- life went along
until about 2 mon hs later I receired my revised inurance premium...,
wh' h' had gone up four hundredand thirty-seven doll rs,.as a conse4'1q en e of that-particular ticket. I.:_ihad two speedin ticketS'in the'
prev ours. three yearp,_and that bumped my insurance u OVER four Ildrid-
red; olIard4

__---

hat'

. .

Now, society's.expectatiOns_had been-made manifest to me. No lohger
do 1 avoid^ making jackrabbit turns, I do not turn lef at 'all. I
find that if you go right throe times; you. Can get an, lace ,n Ameri=
can' and there's. no reason, to-turn left.

I guess what' I'msUggest_ng is that when you -know what'' the execta-
,

tiOnS are you tend to cave to them. And it's certai ly true in the
case of tests-i-7Testsmh'influenCe. the nature ofwriat educators do.
The problem, howkfer, is that here-again the message is-garbied. We
have tests whiCh were created for a different purpose - '-to spread- out-
exatinees-as Dr. Elgin, eloquently said, to sort individuals. We do
not -describe the 'test expectations. in a fashion that will permit one
to deSign on-target and relevant instruction.

YOu see, there's nothing wrong with teaching toward O'cOmpetencies
easured by a test. It's- Wrong to teach toward the _icular items
ut not to teach toward those skills, if they are tr praiseworthy;-
ills.

A month or so ago I was in the state of:Virginia, where t ey were
ch. osing between a test Which an organization that I hea had produced
ark a_ test'produced by another organization, to, see whether they would

,L,Puse either as a statewide reading test for high school graduation re -,
ements. Because 'of the choice between the- tWo tests,- I was con-

Vvers t7 with the other test and I expected them to ask me something
:abou that test.. Arid they, in fact, did. They said, "Well, do you
think this other'test,is an effective test, and if so, why? Or why
not?"

'Well, thought,i was an zinglr ineffective' test, because it had
30.sa-c lled(instructidnal objectives which it, meaSured. Each of the

1

,objecti ran as follows: "Wheh presented with a'display rebresent-
ing the V-Guide,,-the student will be able to answer ',multiple - choice
questions based upon it." And so on. In each instance describing the'
visual stimulus, but in each instance/not clarifying the ,nature af the
test items that would-be asked about t.. This means that anything,rp

ggarding the TV Guide is _fairregarding

the income tax form i fai game.:.q11 we know-is that it.
y conceivable kind of 'questionestioh

income
will be a multiple-choice' question. That doesn't cut down the world,

(,
, at all d as.a consequence', what was, going to happen in Virginiai
had they accepted that test, was :t at any teacher trying to give the
kids a'ffair shake would have taugh everything Possible about th'S.-t
particuldr thing--tKe TV Guide, the income tax form, and so on. Sillee
you didri't know 'what the skill was, and you. wanted to give your kids
the best, shake, you would teach aAd teach and teach and teach-- d very
quickly, minima would surely become maxima, because we would Co inue
to emphasize those J.ow9r level skills, and drive out the high- level
skills in the curriculum.



.1 suggesting that when we do not know what the .test measures, as
iS currently the case with most standardized achievement tests, we
ca not design reliVant instruction; we can't push toward what should

Whe we do have a clear definition of what the. test measures;
we an de9ide whether the'definitionJought to.bd pursued. To

e ify defensible kinds of competencies in the area of literacy is
ery important. As matters curreirly stand, the kinds '6f literacy
ests available to .us do not define well `what they are measuring, and

as a consequence we cannot tell whether-they are good or bad tests.

In summary; I'd suggest that currently.tests- do' not tell us very much
about whether our kids can read or write'or compute effectively; fur-
thermore, they don't give us a very good handle on what those literacy

- skills ought to be, hence we can't design on-target instruction.
guess, in'answer to the question--"What can tests tell us?" I think
tests should tell us about everything regarding student performance;
Unfor ately, the way we're using them they may just tell 118 noth

,

ing.

Dr. Push: Thatic ko 'Popfiana.

©ur final 'Aker forthis,seasion is Dr. Philip Hal
.akeri ProfeSSOr,of Secondary Education here at .San
Diego -Stati-University. Professor Halfaker also has
a..unique position in.thp 'iputlfc policy'doMaim,:in that
he is a member of the. San.Diegp- Unified School Board.
He will eak,gp how public perceptions about literacy
influence Making of public policy. Dr:- Halfakers

HOW DO PUBLIC IDEAS ABOUT' ITERACY. INFLUENCE THE MAKIN OF PUBLIC-
POLICY? ft-

(Dr. Philip Halfaker,"Professor of Edu-
cation - San Diego State University, and
Member, Board of Education --San Diego

'City Schools)
,

Last, but I hopq not least.

I'm -going to-talk. for a. few minutes about how.public -ideas',about lit-
-eracy influence the making.-of,public policy. Some b_ the points that
L.,m-igi'ng!to make- have been touched upon by Outyother speakers, but 1

7.1"

think t e cohts)Min which I'm going to use them will cast them in
Tlerhal:1 d-little -light,'

.,

..:-t

i
W_ ever- pUt this title 'together. did ari,excelle for I, feelthat
I is really the public's ide4S, perceptions, :attitudes about
11 -eracyv or the qUality- of our schools, that evenivallYbring about
change. And I'm hot_ going touse.theword "literacy" aS,At's been
described by some o the other SPeakerS; because I find that the pub.
lid has an attitudeabout-schOols, aboUt.quality,-and-they're not
really too concerned about literacy as Dr. -Popham ancLi might see it,
they're.more interested in something more basic than:that. So .when
I talkabout quality, or the perceptions of the publiathen you'll,
knoW that I'm talking about tie perceptions Of the schools overall.



I want to take a few minutes to.illustrate-,how the public's perception
af a school is directly related to the school's. continued effective-
ness. .t

In many inner cities of our country; the public has come to view those
schools as subptandard. As that attitude spreads, a tragic'process
begins. Concdrned parents will pull their ch4ldren out of th
.schools and place them in schools they .perceive to be superi If
they are affluent, the children may'go to a private or aeparoc ial
school._ Other families may move to a suburb of the city:to,a school
they believe to be superior And this process is not necesarily lim-

.

ited to ipner city schoolg.

Last spring, for example, a ratp of parents in my district called,and
wanted td meet with me to discds61, their school. In the,'mid =19601s ,
their school had beef ..one of the' largest elementaryqschools in San
Diego. Parent participation was hie, and the, area was popOl.ated by

ling energetic families. However, the area 4as changed signjifiCantlY
dtring the last-l0 to 12 years. The area matured; there are fw fami-
nes with ybung children. 'School enrolment has declined. ,And the
once oVercrawded4 bustling elementary school is now enjoying the bene-
fits of fawer studenta and a more stable educatio nal. program.

ilowever, aS-I listened to the rents, they refeired to some of ,our
recently constru# :V schools e good progv4ms 'hat thbse schools
have, the parent involvement, and the things that the new 'schools have
in the ,way of equipment and,supplies.that they pexceive theieschool
doesn't have. There was general, agreement on the' par oif:those.parents
that their school "lead gone daWnhill in terms of quality.- Theie were
their. perceptions', in spite ofthe,fact 'thaia majority of'th§ teachers
from the 60's still ,.taught at that school. And there was ito lqnger
overcrowding--in fact, surplus classrooms were now available:and pro-
ivided space for library and rooms for working in small groups.

I mentioned-ear let. that -a tragic process. begins when parint perceive
their schools as "poor., I la-low, for example, that some of'tbe parents-
from the school I,j4st described are sending theix'childrentoother
schools:some to private and parochial-, some to o' public schools.
A few of the 'families have :even moved out of that area. 1-tis this loss`
of what some sociologists.call"strivers" that slowly Changes-the,char-
cter and eventually the educational,program of the sdhool.

Going back the6.inner:city schoolsthe exodus of _iddle-and-uppery
class -whites and minorities from inner cities has left high Andentra
tions of welfare families. 'resulting. in dramatic changed- in,t
'14 of the school, populations. This is a socioeconomic phenomenon and
it is not, related to-eth4eor racial groups. Yes, it the children
of the poor and thepowOleSs who remain behind -the families. whose
children do not, get nearly enough support and encouragement to main-..
taro a high level of,achievement in the classroot. _Is it so surprising
that test scores go down in some- scilools and up in others?

Yes,. the public's ideas about literacy and the quality of their'schools
havde. powerful Impact'on the continued effectiveness of those ,schools.

.How -does the public-come to form these.attitudes or ideas about liter-
ac y or school's ?. Studies show that-publieattitudes about education are-

.

folliled by - information gained from 'many sources.'.I am going to mention
three of these.
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,Perhaps theprincipal one is n Mr.,Jacoby's area- he newspapers.
-There has .been a significant 'increase -the amount of space that-
neWePapers have devoted'to-edUcation during the last 10 years. Newa-
papers generally provide excellent coverage of a broad range of edu-
cational: ibsues. Test-scores,,Antegration9rpublic opinion polls, -van-
dalismi:sphool bbard meetings, truancy, aNd teacher Strikes are'some
of the topics we see reported. The way, these stories are headlined
and written exerts a powerful influence on .public opinion.

., .

-The. second area having a great I tthpao,bn the development off -pudic
attitudes 'is radio. and television. Due to time constraints, radio and
tv-,nprmallY-lithit their reporting of education to capsulizeehighlights.
:The stories Selected for,coverage4of necessity must te;most newsworthy
and often involve sensational events, such-as integra ion, strikes,

i
vandalism, et Am exception to this was.. the recent t ree-hour specialc.
On education .on,one of the leading. tv networks. ,Despite:the in -depth
look,at'Unitea States education, hoWeVer,, several reviewers-pbinted.::
out the4detthat 2 of the 3 hours were .spent on the-problep& in.oUr -.

schoolsr and only a. single hour on exemplary programS'and teaching.

The last area iS word -o-f- mouth, which. manY surveyors now feel has been
often overlooked, and.isorie 6 the most powerful moiderS of public .

opinion. -This takes place in'the ebntadts we'haye with friends,. with::
,,,neighbors, chiprent teachers, dustadiansi'sedieteries,- -bus drivers,,,.
and 6ther-schbol personnel., BecaUse many of these individuals are as-.
sUMed to have first-hand knowledge. about the school or the'issues, the
impact on attitudes is pciwerful and

Now that we have reviewed,, how th public's' ideas about education-are
formed, and how these ideas aff6et our,schoOlS, let's get down to the
topic I wa6'assigned to,tAlktabout, which is the impact of these at-
titudes on changes In public :policy'. I think you will be surprised
at the number of educa,tioral policy changes Which have been made in
respOnse'to. public:t4t.attudep.

.

Two changes which have beenprOposed at the-national level are now be-
fore:Congress: :(1),the Packwood-Moynihan Bill, -and (2)-the Department
of.'Oucation)Bill. I'Ve'got'to get a lick- in at Packwood and ,Mbytii-
han,bedaUse I don't feel comfortable at all..with that piece of legis-
lation. The Packwood- Moynihan -Bill is better known as the.."Tuitibn
Tax vCreditu'bill. The original bill-provided tax credit for tuition
paid :by-narents,of college, :Secondary, or elementary students. The
House ha6-amended'Out-:tax credits for'elementary-and secondary students;

appears, though; that.tuition tax credits for college- students will
,pass both the House And Senate. (Don't get-too excited, those of "you
who- are still in school, because President Carter has repeatedly said
that he will, veto it if it passes. And even if he does not veto i
it doesn't apply to those of Us in the state university syslirem,as
most things seem not,,to apply -- because we pay fees and not tuition...)

The light to keep tax credits in the bill for elementary and. secondary
school students was a very bitter fight and represented afobloying ef-
fort by thousands :of parents whose ideas about the edudatiOn their
children are getting in the public schAls are slightly more than
negative.- I-strongly oppose the bill and will be gladfto discuss,
with any of you who are interested.

The second lAece.of national legislation would create a new national
depar-ment the Department of Education. The current. Department
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of Health,- Education and Welfare would be broken up:and two cabinet
levet]: departments created. The president is supporting this measure,
which- has Strong sUpPor;t':from the'-education community and teacher
groups. I cannot.say-qhat the average person on the street is aware.,
of this-piece of legislation, at alit Again, a large segment has the
idea that education and schoal----will'be better served if education
has departmen-e'status

We have also seen at thnational level an increasing concern over
theidecline in College, Board, Scholastic, Aptitude Test (SAT), Ameri-
can College Test (ACT)),

':
and other achievement test scores, ./rhis con

hcern has resulted in a umber of studies to deterriine reasons for the
decline. The studies conducted by the Carnegie and Kettering Founda-
tions, the Educational Tedting Service, and other groups are providing
policymakers and the public with recommendatioN for change. Most of
the changes that have taken place have been-at the state and local
leve16.-

California,,has been one of the most responsive of the states to the
public's concern about education. In the' early,7Ws, the Ryan Creden-
tial Law increased subject matte tequiremente 'or teachers. It also
included a mandate that all students preparing to ,be secondary teach-
ers complete a course in secondary school reading problems.64 It Was,-
in part, the public's attitude that teachers needed to be better pre
pared in theig)teaching majors and that teachers needed to know
how to help ftudents with reading probleMs7,,that caused the rafting
and the passage and the signing of the Ryan

In the mid-70's, State Superintendent of Public Instruction Wilson
Riles appointed a Commission composed of'parents, students, teachers
and local school board members to study and make recommendations fdr
the Reform of Intermediate and Secondary Education. The RISE COmmis-
sion, as it was called, wasccreated as ha result of the concern Cali-
fornia citizens were 'voicing about the quality and programs of our
intermediate and secondary schools. Many recommendations of the RISE
Commission have been implemented by school districts throughout the
state, and some of the eedommendatiots have been written into state
law in A365, the School Reform Act':

One of the most significant changes which has taken place is the es
tablishment of competency standards,for 'high school graduation. Well
over half of the states in our country have established standards in
reading, writing and computation which a student must attain in order
to qualify for a high school diploma: ,This movement is in direct res-
ponse to the public's concern-abdut the literacy levels attained by
-high school students.

Assemblyman Hart authored the first competency-bill in 1976. Assembly
Bill 65, the School Reform ACt of 1977, modified the Hart Bill by.
requiring assessment of competencies at the elementary level. $$124
ents in California. must now be assessed at-the elementary, junior,
high and senior levels to determine' if' competency standards are be
ing met If: the student does_nOt-teet the required,standardsat any
one Of these levels, a conference with the parent is mandatory to plan
a remedial program. The gradUating class of 1980 will be the first
class to 'graduate under the competency. law.
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At the local-levelwhich means the 1,043 school districts of Cali-
forniathere is'even more-evidence of responsiveness to public
concern about the qualityof education. I'll just run through these
items briefly.
1. -Fundamental__Schools. The emergence of what are being 'called Fun:,
damental Schaols during the past 5 years is an indication of the pub-

desire for,a more structured and tormal,.educational'program.
,These schools'normally emphasize the basics, usually have strict dis-
ciplinary cede -s, apd many even have dress codes.

2. Self-Contained.OlasSrooma. A combination. of .t?.- "Open- Classroom"
Imili5677g7virlun=gmngr has resulfedin new schools being bUilt
to :permit this type of orgahiiation. As more parents insist on self-
contained classrooms for their childrenof.districts are responding by.
prcmiding.individual classrooms to offer more programs of this type.

3. ;Ln- Service Education Program's. A- look_at almost any school
trict's and university's. offerings of in-service courses, for teaChers
reveals a heavy emphasis on the teaching ,of basic .skills-- reading,`
-writing and, arithmetic.

4. Reading Teachers. 'As public awareness of the reading problem liar
grown, new credential programs have been developed to train teachers
as-reading specialists. Almost every- school has one or more reading
specialists, depending upon t#e level Of achievement at that school.

,

-5. A General 'Emphasia_on_Reading. Almost ali'schoole'hOW,have'read-
ing'iabdratories, Most of them well stocked.with materials and eqUip-.
merit, to assist students either,in speed. or developmental reading, Pro-."
grams like San Diego's, of reading in every classroom, 'have-emphaaiied
that every teacher needs to be cognizant of_ the readihg problem to
h6lp identify in their-classes Students _who do have.- reading, problets
and,to'pither-help :them or refer them

Program,
who can provide read-

ing .help There is the.Right to Read Program,' which I think is an out
standing.prOgrathwe:-have.it:at Wilson Junior High- -which is a demon-.
stration project to concentrate on the- iMproVement of basic reading
skills In junior-high' youngsters. Another .is Project with
.whidh some of-you-in the audience are familiar.. It's being done in
-cooperation with UCSD, is called the San-Diego Writing'Project, and
is also in operation in other cities. This is the program for whOM
Mary Bart-0.in the-front row here,- whom many of you know, is one of
the directors; and if_any Of yousare.interested inthe program I.would
encourage you 'to- visit.with- Mary, because it is an attempt to work
directly on the writing skills of our-high school-students,.

Also,' one thing that_I-knoW we've all noticed in the ads in the papers
and the literature that coMest43 -our homes, hai,hp0mthe rapid growth
of the private sector's Evelyn - Woods -type programs. There are any
number.,of clinica now, offering dlagndstic, speed, development, almost
a*, kind of reading help. that:the-Child may needrand again, l think
that this is a reflection Of the- interest'and cohcernregardingbasic
skills.

One other point that many. of you may have-missed, and that's the Ca-
lifornia State Proficiency Exam. A few years ago legislation was
passed to permit students to test out.of'high schooL The student
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has to be at least .,a jUniorp'and...itLsa-competency-typeexaminationl
that a student-AkchieVesa ce;lp.in level on -the various sec-
tions he-or she may be permitted to opt out..of high school and get a
certificate, andI think most of-the colleges and universities are a--
depting those students .for enrollment.. '

.

AnotherthingthatlI see are school board members and even lagJ.slatpr-
-when.they'r_UP for election,-.for races we haVe7-around the county and
thestate--ohe of-their leading issues *ill' be ,back-to- basics.
movement. Now how elected-,officials foil& ItirdUghAp7that, and how.
they-will solve the issues involviniK4thisdOnipie*I6rOblem,:most don't
bother to say. .Butq am pointing .out that-thi$ .1s:HWhat.the-publid ap-.
parently wants- to 'hear,- and this,is.what

1C -final thought... Our teachers in our schoolSA-lave been called upon
by our society- to do So:many. A beginning teadhereValuat. -n-
study. conduc -ted by.the Far West Regional.Labs.identified thatone of
the factors closely related to student achievement in the basics is
the amount Of time spent on the task.. That: is, if yoW.te-- going:to

--learn to read', ..the'best,Way..to do that apparently from this-stUdY'i
to have, time .on'that tAsx7wi,th-th.e teacher,reading.- And wiVithkt,
I' will juSt say that I am peleased to behere'todayand
tle bit uneasy because Thave a foot in. each.camp,-buti40
and visit with the public and try to respond to their. cOncernsand'I'

.

hope, I can 'share- some of 'those with you today.

Thank you.-

FRush: .Thank you, Dr.-Haifaker.
. :

Our first respondent is Dr.-Earbara Swyhart, who is
Associate Professor ofReligious Studiep. Dr. Swyhart
is conversant with the issue of ethics (specifically
medical ethics) and shp.will_respond to the comments
of oUr'paneliSts. Dr. Swyharti

,

FIRST RESPONDENT:

Good morning.

I an in the precarious-po Aaon of being first to respond, in an area
which demands, certainly, he kind of expertise of professional schol-
arS and practitioners in be h secondary and elementary education. De-

\viating slightly'. from the in tructions of Dr. Rush, I would like to
respond this morning from wh re I stand as an educator : .a teacher in-a
university, and a past teacher- of both, elementary and secondary educa-
tion.

First, I would like .to Tose a philosophical question touched upon by
Mr. Jacoby, and_ certainly stated"by Dr., Elgin, but which needs to be
addressed directly. , And that. is, that we have an-uhrecognized mismatch-
to use Dr.,Popham's expressiona naradox.that we are confronted with
as ducators: And that paradox concerns what we, perhaps in our



, 1
,everyday life*and bUr,PUblia life certainly4 acknbwiedg _as ._

.cultural pluralism, whicht5-slighted by.a singleness of mind-in'
the. 'tandards,of educgtioni

I find that ,philosoPhical discr-pancy between these two descriptions
of what-is:the ideal situation-for- students and certainly for our-
selVes'and our society .to be alcey philosophical issue on the quest-
ion of literacy. That is, can we live ilith .cultural:alUralist on'the.
one hind,-and on the other expect that,givenour sociological frame-.
work, we, can demand the same kind of expertise, the Same kind of
keenness, on the Tart-of all students?

. .

I think that'a response to this paradox tight.be'that. we live in,the
paradox ordualitY.-of self-responsibili y. Our public responsibili,
-ty and -our-personal reaPonsibility-,seem 'to be very divided and we
live in the healthy tension 'between:the two.': Part of the problet,of.,
the literacy crisis,, too, is in the way in whiCh we. respiiii to that
philosophical queStion.

The second issue touched upon, .butilot really raLed'atall7-and.
that is the 'issue Of the-teacher.'. It seems to me that if 'the focus
'is. on.the testing, and thetestiscores, and the use of the test scores,
I think,we are side- stepping the complicated and certainly the more f

'poignant :issue, and that is thei question of the_teaChes,motivation,
,the.teacher's sense of worthinTthe teaching en'terprise.

r
I think per

haps today-the question.of yvhd isthe.teacher-in terms of the profes-
sional Nils a via thepradtitioner is the one that needs to be wrestled
with; alJCi-Tirnly one that we, as educators, need to re-examine. 4hb
are we?'What image do we portray, and are we happy with thatimage?
we're -not happy,: how do we intend-or want to try to-change that image?-

.' also wantto'raise a.. question that it seems-to me is perhaps also
pivotal-in- our discussion. Dr. Elgin made reference to the:item of
circling the bunny that,is different from all the other .bunnies. I'd
like to say that that is a very important task and skill. If.yoU can-
not do ghat, 'then you cannot do very much, in terms of the kindpf:work
that is demanded.in the acadetic arena. I suppose that I'm giying'away
a bias; -and my bias is that it seems to'te-and I have taught in eie4
mentary and secondary school, and I have taught. in underprivileged'
areas as wellias-. in more affluent areas - -the desire to learn, is pres-
ent in all 'students. I think that perhaps the issue is noiwhether,,,
or not the individuscan make the diatinction among the 15uhnies, but
rather how ths:lndividual is taught to do that, and what' image of self
is conveyed to the student AS that process is being taught.

And I cite. a. perhaps. very trite example,'but a very-real one.-There.
is a tremindoUs difference in children's programming on television
between Sesame Street and something. like Mr Rogers .Neighborhood--,
and I don',:t know if you're familiar with the two programs, but some
time;'if you haVe a.,.chance, watch the two of them. 'One of them. (the
Sesame Street program) gives the content and the information, but re-
lies upon'qui,ck recall and use's'audiovisual aids to, the nth degree,
to such an extent that a teacher would feel incompetent 'in "that`set-
ting. In the Mr. Rogers program, however; learning, dOes take plaqee
but there.isaoCncentration, a dialogue, established between
child and Mr. Rogers., This kind of illustration pointto the problem
yes, we -are dealing with different kinds. of children from.different .
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:badkgroundS but lt- .perhapS in:the, understanding:of who the
teacher is in.-the communication processand what .exactly -is taking
place in that. communication process-that we might get to-.the bas -
ice which relate ultimatelyto test scores and test results.

Thank you.

Rush-: OUr second. respondent is Dr.- Jessie.Flemion, Profes
or of History.- Dr. Flemion'S-area of expertise is

`century .political history.

SECOND RESPONDENTI
_

I suppose it's not surprising that as. -an historian, as I,1 stene
to the four original'panelists, the things which's,tended:to stick in
my mind. and Which I--tendedto pick up on were things which had some
historical-base.-And as I .listened 1, came PO of that exper:ience:.
with-a-questidnWhich -i,thi I o e-,we will address in the.coming
afternoon.- The question is pre sott-difference-betweeri school:-
ing and education? An -Ii'that, is the narrOw-,iiteracsi crisis

_

as it was defined todaY writing/computation crisisan.
issue involved with- school

What has-been the,traditional historicalpurpose of general public
,

education-in. the AUnited States? (By general Publid education I mean
the X-12-system.).- I believe that there is a-goOciamount of evidence
to suggest_that the function,-thepurpose of general education in
America, has been the acquisition of skills for success in the mar-
ketplaoe;-it haS been to create an ebmomically viable citizen.
think- that:that is true, whether we were an Agricultural and farming
nation, or whether we are what we have becOmp in the last century,'.
am industrial /urban nation.

I. think that is not of course the.only-purpose: thee-purpose .of good-.
.citizenship a,democraticsociety was one of great. importance, at
least in the-founding of public educatiOn in America. But nonethe-,
l.eSs I.-believe we should -recognize the degree to which schooling has.
!beensupportedunivertal schooling in the society; for economic.
ApiosTeS:

I also think that the broader literacY q.UestiOn.or crisis- -where pan
we find-the-edudated person in our societytoday?is also a-product
of our history', the of a society which until very recently,:,:
could expect that only a very.small elite in'the.society.--would_acquire
learning beyond the general education level,' beyond the high school
level. I think we must address those, questions, we must address
whether 'in. fact we want or can alter the nation's perdeptionof-ths
primary function of education as something that produdes persOns
ful--in ,the- economic sense - -to the'society. It .comes down. to:Other.
questions which are-involved in issues raised by Dr.- Elgin. and Dr.
Popham: for example, the question of what personal literacy.is for?
Ifjt.4s primarily for internal self-development, then the questiona
of.eConomic -relevande become irrelevant. But if it is something more, ---
then.it seems to me-that we are going to have to addreS6 these questions.
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, 45"
a nlY:Or. _1g aSfc crept -in4suggesting-the way-in wli es-s-

4.0-b4enafbilaedand the-Way,in which achi=evement haS been
:lite.tit6:-intelligence'rather:than' to other, kinds of fatter het

-fine What:--theyare4i:shoUldbiktesting virtue.- Not Itat virt
_h0-**se00 time, don't. -agree ITAtliteracylests- az'wv- ocia:te4.--t'',---

lun'-
important in `a sodlety;. it jltt -seerso_tb..:me that We need. Other-
need' -Other.- means i'-.Witk.which to guarani -tee :,::that;:-, we- re cogni-ze the corn-7
-.1*.atiOnu,the::virttle, AndAo.forth- of perSOns,.,along.withHDther. inde
Of'desirable-attitudes and_skills-wh;ch we want-them to o'uire

,-,._

I was very mtzbh stru k en Dr. Popham discussed the incep ion of:
testing in the U es--star dardized testing in the nitdd
States - - during Wolqd War 1r because"one of tt e things which I thought
about, in this historical perspective of the literacy ques 1°4, was
the way in which-, at the very moment-of time which he was talking
about (approximately the World War l'periad), tEe United states as a
society was grappling with an experience which it had never Xmown'be-
fore. It had just gone through,: short time period, a decade and a
half, in which some 18 mil4.ion foreign -born immigrants had come to
-the United states, most of them speaking no English -of any kind. And
we can see in the first 2 decades of the century, from many, many dif
ferent. direct-Lens, the coming of a serious question as to What we
Would do in order to preserve a culture In which everyone would be ,

able, to communicate at some level with everyone else. 1'think4er-
haps these-two things are not unrelated at'all; that there was-a_ grow-

--Dig desire on the part of the majority culture,-which was a white
middle-class culture--that everyone should conform, more than ever
before in American history, to some rather narrow and well-defined
standards. And t:. think it's perhaps probable that the immigrants
came were prePared to accept that notion, that"they too Wanted to
meet those standards of white middle-class society. obviously, it
difficult to know what any individual immigrant thought about the

----- treatment he received when he was not able to meet those standards;.,
but nonetheless, I have a feeling TRYt perhaps there was more agree-
ment that a single standard was appropriate than is true today. 'And
of course that raises the same question that waS-raised by Or. Swy-
hart, the is =ue of cultural_ pluralism, the fact that we have groups
in the socie Y today who do not accept the idea that there ought to
be any kind o 'ngla standard and do riot want to move to triat.- And
so we must deal ith this question of pluralism, and the question of
'IN ether in fact to be a successful person in the Amer=ican marketplace
will notrequi e-a closer adherence to one single generalized standard.

In conclusion, let me say that I perhaps am modt interested in the
public pollicy.side of these issues. agree, 1-think, with everything
that Dr. Halfaker has- told us about the way in which the' public can
rather forcefully and quickly, 'lave an impact upon public education
policies. , But think we must; - --as some point,today, deal with the
question of whether all of this activity which he has indicat,ed' to us-
in the form' of legi tslation.-uition tax creditss a-Departmeht of Edu-
cation, the Ryan Act, competency-based education, all thei-e kinds of
activities which represent the response to the public- -are- in fact
likelylto meet the problem. ,



Our third respond° ;this morning is Ms. Charlotte
Tenney, who is_ presently a .graduate student 'in the'
Department of linguistics at San Diego State-Univer-
sity and is'president-of the Liriguistics Students
-Association Ks. Tenney.;

tignatur4r1

Z'Ol feeling just a, little bit as if I'm taking one of those,d.R2,teAt
And I've.been-.given-l5-minutea to come up with something
to tay:_:70rtunately,,Ws on a.- better topic than-I'M usually ,given:
Qn sti.Ch -tests;

like. to respond tb each one of the areas
by our speakers today..

een.discus

As rif as the first one - -i.s the crisis affecting the professions?
is concerned, r think the professions are affecting the crisis. .1

think they are creating a orisisc in th4t the- professions,are,bacom
ing more demanding ln the things` that they are asliing people to do
in the way of reading, in the.way of competency in the skill of wri
ing. VI that sense, they are creating a crisistof their own. . They
need more from us. than we have in the past been required to give them.
This is, due also to the media. `arid to the fact that we -have so much
more neChanization. People, are requil'ed .to-write and read more, and
to digest more information, than they eves have been'in the past. As
far as the effect of the crisis on the profissions, I feel, it= is only
that the professions must deal with the fact that they are creating
a need which they Are somehow going to haveto find a way to fill.

Is the crisis real? Well, my___ own Xeeling about reality is that 'it's
a matter of perception. If you..perceiVe it to be real, it is....real
for You; and if a large. mass of people perceive something to. be,regl
that 23 ieality and it must be dealt with. So if the large mas of
our population- believes_ that there is a literaCy crisis, yes, we have.
one. Now we can- oj-Img1,-that, by changing our perdeptions of- the situa-
tion. But how we are going to change our perceptions is another mat--
ter, and that would have to do with such things as public opinion and
public ideas. Row are we going to deal with what the public feels
about the reading ability of their children and of their contemporar-

. rgr That would be .a matter of testing as well. We bombard them with
information that all of our students are failing the tests.. And as
we heard today, the testalmay not even test reading. They're a beau..
tiful device for sorting out the common people from the chosen few,
but they may not test literacy at all. What-we're telling people,
therefore, is ','We can't read because we don't pass the tests"--now,
that is affecting our perception, and thereby changing our re.ali
Th-Fresult is that-through our media and our testing policies we are
creating a crisis of our own, one that has serious effects upon public
policy and upon all of us.

hal you.-:,
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Before 1. ntr e cud.e last respondent, 1, t to
make one note and that is that after Dr., cjiaber
cdncludes'hiS remarks we hope that you will Join in
-distutsing the issue with all of us. The respond-,
eats and the panelists will exchange views over the
issues raised, And -41e-hopethatyoU will feed. l-free to
commentito challenge,. to respond, to philosophize if
that's your-bett,,either'on-this,morning's questions
or others that yOu feel may have been overlooked_ in
tie discutsion thug far.
VoW, Zr. .Steven Sohaber is our last,but undoubtgdiy
not our4.east, respondent.- Dr. Schaber wears two
,hats here at the university; he is in the Department
of 6ermanig & SlavicaLapguages and literature, and
also holds an appointment in the 'Department of dl.as-

& Oriental Languages.- Dr. Schabers

FORTH RES10140EVZ:

We've talked for several hours how, with imm ns
the problen of literacy, and not, 1 daresay-
language behavior of the partac pants and my
making a number of grammatical errors apiece.

literacy, about
ng ol?serired the

wry as well without
Dr. glgin points

out, none of us really speaks qtandard Academic English. We write
it,'more or less well occasionally editors quibble with.ua even over
that.. We haven't had to face the problem of lie/lay laid lain yet,
so far as I can recall.

4
The discussion, however beyond the level of grammar, implied on
the part of us all the capacity to approach a problem, understand it,
analyze it 'and deal with critically either from the point of view
of talking about it up here or f receiving down in the audience. And
We'Ve been doing this ,using the nediwn of language. Language is ulti
mately nothing more than a tool for expressing and organizing your
thoughts. And this to me is th ultimate question, the ultimate hu-
manistic question if you-wi,;11.

Dr. Popham defined very well the lima ng; and I ha
doubt -that there are many limitat :ons to testa
Sut.I don't Mink we can approach the admitted

as
failure

measure perfectly what they ought to set out to measure with
ponce of throwing out the concett of standards altogether.

e no
designed.
s to
he res

IiteracY is XiI114 important in our world, and it takes many forms.
1, for example, will readily confess virtual ill teracy in the areas
of Science, at its outer 1eveLs today. 1 have a problem dealing with
the world in scientific terms; a humanist, and that in fact is a
limitation. And it is crucial. ma perfectly aware of my incapacity
because' of this lack of ability to understand, really understand, ,si
entific questions.

When I go to Vote, for example.; the question of a
how safe" are they? Can I deal with these kinds of qu.e
racy demands, it implies, an tnnerise responsibility; it
demands upon the population. Proposition 15, 1 think,
may have passed because peoPle, although literate enoug
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,ballot issue, were lite at enoUgn-to_go into the more ubtle
problems, 'We poss e results and so forth,_ and voted more or less
of the 6top, of their heads.

We're faced with two ballot issues--Propositions 5 6-- coring up
now in the fall, both of which.have surface appeal o a lot of people,
nd.bo,th of which have immense implications which have to be ono in-
o if one is going to vote intelligently.

The remark was made about the professions making more demands upo
us, in themselves creating a literacy crisis; that's true, toe. It's
not their faultit's the fault Di' our modern world, and the fault of
the way ur society is organized.

ZngIish is, then, a tool for.dealing with the world, d ,or.enabling
us to deal with the World.A.n everlarger'terms. And ise, fo
making it possible to discuss things in opmmon'language and in art in-
tegrated way.--

Dr.. 1gin referred to her own Ozark background, coming from a non-.
-standard brand of English. Of my:grandparen only one masa native--
speaker of English; there were a Dane, k ewe e, _d 8.-5;rmenHback
there.. We have successfully .managed, by acgri g skills,. to liber
ate ourselves from that limitatiOn, the limit ion of a foreign-speaking
-immigrant, Or an Ozark mountain persOn j-daresay there are peotaa
back in the OzarksvOr peopleperhaps on -the farm in Demark where
my grandfather came fromwho would love to have ourskilas..-.10ve.to
have our jobs, no doubt...which involves 'not just a mastery of style,
not just a matter-of lie/lay/lain, as 1 see it lut rather z,capacty
to deal with society, and to deal with profesSional activities at a
Aigherlevel than thoSe simply of whatever ghetto we happen to have
been born'into.

And the 'public .concern -, spoken to-sp encl. ently -at the -nd-bY-D-
jralfaker, .indicates a very good awareness of this.., There ia desire
-on' the part of the public. They perceive aneed for_a Baok,

Educationi- after all --=as a classicist 1 can't resist Potht--
ing it out-Mearis to_ lead out, to free someone from where they are, to
lead =them forth to SoF51,77ere else, to lead out of the status quo, to
let therivescaR0,- in fact. from that limitation. And parents perceive
this; they 4ant for their. children something more than they have
ready. They're-not old mossbacks when they ask for discipline in the
ochools.and -formai education,-- and they-want their children} to have-the
tools that will enable them to enter what we call "the elite.

I 'think perhapS the trues_t elitism is the view that thesXills we take
for granted in Ourselvesare not vital 'for. othersvbecaus that con-
demns them to staying'.right where they are. Rather; the answer ts--t. he
literacy question,- t think, and the great-probleM iqyolved, is how
do -we establish, how do we share, these skills, and'Aake it p'ossible
for everyone. ,in our society.to-have the tools to' integrate themselves
into- the larger .framework of society? ,Not to become all laig Naos,. a'-
sort of homogenized hamburger, 'but to, enter the mainstream - -so that
they too can have the -leisure.to come t© conferenceS' like, this in-
stead of doing a bard- day's. work..

what
agai
invi

can l say? -Thank y ©u, Dr. Schaber, my a _ _s

to 4-7-1-our panelists and respondents. 'Vo kwe
que ions and remarks --from our audience,
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REMARKS Tpi QUESTIO

One tbe items contained in-your packet 0 materials for this
syziosium is titled The Issues: Ten Hard Questions I can think
of no more appropriate way to bring the day's activities to a close
than by looking at those questions and .reviewing what lightif any--
we have managed to shed on them today.

You have, heard a number of definitions of literacy during-the-morn-
ing session and this afternoon'S workshops. T i..range and Variety
is.as astonishing as their lack of-qpeCifiOitY,and they appear to
breali down into the following categories: (a)=.1iieracy is being able
to pass a particular literacy test or tests; (b) literacy is mastery
of the speech mode of the 'educated person; (c) literacy is the atili
.ty-to read and write "good" dish. the first definition:is not on-
ly circular but has an infinite number of possible resolutions --one
for each test that now exists or may exist in the future, 1TL second
-and third'are'non-definitions0-- since they rest upon the .preen : -that
there:exist meaningful definitionsof the terms "educated peu-on" and

atiglish, and the premise itself is manifestly fal0e. rhe. only
coherent answer to the queation "How is literacy defined?" is that, at
the present time, it isn't.

ow is the medi lite ac a d Wri' ed?

is not surprising, given our lack of -ess at.de4n1 g literacy
_itself, that we. have made little progress toward defining the medium

by Which it is measured and expressed. there -is 'nothing.representing
anational consensus on the defining Characteristics of:Standard Writ7
ten EhgliShr-even iess is there a consensus on that more escteric.va-
riety--Standard Written Academic-Englishwhich' I prefer to call
demic Regalian. PrOposed definitions either rely upon the undefined
"speed of the educated Person" already mentioned above; or they -con-
sist entirely of statements as to what the Standard is not and what
examples of the Standard will not contain; or they fall baolc on the
weakest'of all possible'ron-deTTEItions; the claim that weverybody
knows" -.what Standard'.Writlen English is and there is there - fore no need
to difine:dt. It is ironic, in the face .of thiS amorphOusness,.tnat
we 'continue to feel confident testing people for their mastery of we
kn+w not what and. issuing statistics reporting our achievements in that
ctivity.

literacy Hasured?

ur- discussion, today of the evaluation measures for,literacy

.

e\s,\cent red about the-standardized Objective tests. We have discussed-
norm referenced test, in which a given individual's score is ar-

revs -st with relation to some -group of other individuals who served
as 't e-original population' for establishing scOre-distrU)Wons.- .1 am
happy to say that I thin x this particular-process has'
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-for us- greatly by Dr. Fot,
1

and by others among-you. a potentia
for abuse of the-noTm-ref renoed test, and in partioula thepotenti a,1
for milatgiblEallak of results, has been coMmentea.on in detail

The'criterim-referencedlest hat also been discuSsed, and it has
bedn made clear that altilough it is likely to -be.a-far.better instru-
ment for testing literacy than the norm-referenced instrument, it
must stilgi. be prepared, administered and analyzed with-great care.
As was pointed out by Dr. Popham, a Criterion-referenced test is ;o
as good as its queStions.

We 'did,not have an opportunity to .take 4 the other two measur
your handout: "holistic" testing, and subjectiVe judgments.; It
not be appropriate for 4he to = comment on these 'after the fact,,aP
will therefore simply direct you to the-sourtes in the Bibliograp
and' Resource List in-your packet fo further information. -

We do appear to 'be in agreement that- whatever the instrument used
for literacy measurement, it is not being adequately dune -arid changes
need-to be made with all possible 'dispatch.

effects of the elle ed liters, crisis or ub

At every level ..-local,,state,_and national-the primary public policy.
effect of the public-perception -that there is a liteacy crisis-has
beeh legislation. Governingand_legislating bodies' have rushed to
respond to:public outcry with a variety of measures haVing major .corl.
sequences' for: school 'curricula, foi..teacher certification, for both
exit and criteria to the' academic and prdfessional worlds, and,
for the personal- lives of-every one of us. These measures were des4

Aare
for us. tr. detail'by Dr..HaleAker,- and rali sure that ,all or you

'Are aware of maliy other examples:. We are faced with-a proliferation
Of task forces, investigatory commissions, coMmittees, study panels-
-and even-a proposed new department of ,the'dabinet. It remains to be
seen-whether we .shall yet_ repent atleisure'what has been'doneiNith-%
-such` astonishing haste in In atmosphere of-panic.

(5) What
lives

a is of he alleed liteera crisis on eo

-For the student who does not do well on the tests, the real-life e
are obviou Such students take remedial courses, drop out of soh
fail to ge jobs or scholarships, and suffer the penalties attenda.n
upon -being p_tua.Lesl, and labelled, asisecond-rate. The student who
does well ices not escape, either, although the effects upon his or
her life e somewhat ,different. Each new test, each new requireMent,
adds anoth source of tension and another expenditure Of time, energy,;
andusuall money, to an already he0ry load. Furthermore, the "lit-
erate" stud pays an indirect penalty caused by the crisis atmosphere
Nithin whi-c he must do his work; teachers who are nervous about ac-
ountabilit cannot carry out their work at peak efficiency.

r the teac er, there is the conStantlfeeling that he or she
used as a sc p goat; is being. asked. tc:be all things to all a
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is being ed to do more
even the,mo realistic e
`of all, t her no long
respected' and, looked u to
ie. The 'literacy- crisis

chic" fringes benefit.

The administrator can.do
dgt, since he or MI6 is c
Ile guarantee that the teae
for ai guarantee that the
able 'requirements.'

a more with less aria less and blamed 'when
pectations cannot be rt. Perhaps worst
er has any self-perception as one who is
by either the students or the general' pub-
as- robbed'our educators of even that "psy-

ttle)put wander. where to apply pressure
ught.between the demands from above that
ers produce,:and the demands from beloW
eachers will ::be-protected from unreason-

\--The parent staffers from the feeling that the money being spent on
the education of -hoe ,or her-childran'is money wasted, that the child
wild. firiisb she * mproperly.equipped.for adult life, _and that there
is-nothing availatle;as_a.means- of-relief-froth this situation. Fur-
thermare, the" parent mUst listen. to the claims of many educators, and
social scientists that the-blame-for the . "literacy crisis" lies not
,with. -the schools, but with the home, and that_ ;if parents%would only
do their part there would be-no crisis.

1
,

' PolicymakerS suffer from ,the imperative need td do something. A.-e-

-tacked on every side and at every .level; their.burden is a -h-envy~ one
Po heavy that 'there -is not really time for them. to C-onsider whether
the "samethine.done is a finger in the dike or a tunnel through it.

,

1." .1y, every citizen is personally affected by all thi'S, becauser
citi

,-

zen amust, t pay a pvrtion of the taxes which suppprt this sys-
item .that is alleged to be failing. This is ap true of t Pindivdiwal
without chick or child as it,is%of theparent of eight;, ar d the child
less Citizen does not have even.the comfort of tax deductions to off-

.

,set the'pain..
.

The: media are
-8 significant
a -mass mildiwn
deliberate,.cha
used. It may'-.b.

more viewers to. t

:Jar sourbe af informationb'and as such, .must beat
risibility for the.plimate,of- public:Opinion: Mlien
a 5-point drop a "1014nge7g.i,WeCores: that' is a '-

om-among many other nouns that might. have been
ace that sells more :papers or magaanes, or helda.
et, but it is a choice that aught ' be seriously

considered. sSellinuPub14-c Perceptions should be done wxth at least
as..muoh consideratimand..as.much ethical tbrethought as 'selling a
detergent or a dog fOod.- ,-

(7) Is h -acade

On this point we have agreed to- disagree' You have heard.me6SAYthat
i'da not thins far not for a moment. You haVe hard Mr. Jacoby., and
others, say_ tha.°t-the most emphatically dcythink it is real. you have
heard qr. ?op lean say that he agrees neither with Ne,nor,with' Mr. _Jaco-
074 r,and,Dr. lialfake also-has taken a middle stance. What should be
clear is that, '.As Charlotte Tenney pointedout, so long as- the American
puhilic is -d that the Cripis exists, the results are roughly
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-same as if it really were% ghat is he effect of thie Crisis
AS a grollp perception is essentially independent of its reality..

real what an d should be done About
4

If. I knew the answer to that question.- I would-not be standing here
speaking to_you today- I-woad be Sothewhere cOntemplating my laurels.

One 'of us had.heird the answer to that question during-the
course of'thls symposi1777we'Would-not .be, be "sitting hee*idle,"
as. Dr. Schaber would put it --we would be celebrating our new -and
wonderful Icnowledge,

(9) If it isn't reap how can the myths laid to rest?

I think the answer to Ihis question was offered again and Again, by
almost everyone that pita-cipated here today. If the Great Literacy
Crisis is a myth, it can only be exposed by the wide 4ssemination to
all segments of the public of information that is both clear and con-
vincing. An article'or two in a scholarly magazine will not do it.
An academic symposium, although it is a start, will not do It. The
misinformation about literacy standards and testing--if misinforalation
there be.--must be corrected in the p:12puilar presa,-and in the PTA meet-
ing, and on the street corner. Here the:scholars must share the reg-
ponsibility of the media. If they bring themselves to make
their information clear and to- state it in such a way that it can be,
under*ood without firsteobtaining a doctoral degree,.trien they 1.1-a-ve
no righ; to accuse the media of distortion and selective maggeration.
It is the scholars and educators who' providethe media with their

ormation; if it is no more than platitudes and jargon, they would
be better advised to hold their peace.

The California Council for the-Humanities in Public Policy is to be
commended for its attempts to take, practical steps to br ng informa-
tion out of the ivory towers and down to the grassrpotsvthat is the
only useful and practical course, and it,must begin soAewhere.

(10) What can or should be the role of the humanists_in all, this?

As you are aware, I am n t'a humanist. If the humanist/scientist
dichotomy is- real,and notfalso simply a myth of public perception, I
eanonly'pledge- allegiance_in the scientific camp. However, from
'listening to. thb humanists speak to us today, I have Llearned a great
deal-perhaps'enough to state their role at least tentatively.

A humanist can, from the point of view o'f his or her.particular dis-
cipline, :considel an issue xn-a dimension that may not be apparent.
except from that disciplinec The fragmentation and specialization of

Sknowled today-S. so burdenSome. that we are for the mott Part lOcked:
into a 'Classic Forest-and-Tre..es Syndrome. Each humanist cam, and cer-
tainly should, offer 4S a way to step-outside the forest.for aArloment
and get a clear .kook at it, well away, from the obscuring' vegetation-i,

--:Further, when humanists come together from different-disciplines. and
present their fresh perspectives, they should Also be able to point
out to the rest of us relationships among, those perspectives that We
-night well have overlooked. In the analysis of-any problem,:thege
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a s p surely consti an invaluable ocntrib Lion, and one that
mu At take treater advantage of-,

_I have not answered all ten of our hard ques ons. I doubt- -that we

did much more today than make those ten hard questions -more precise,

and more -well-formed. As a linguist, however, I can, assure -yoU of
one thing, one fact that you can rely upon 'absolutely: ,when the flues-
tions have been made well- formed, the mcst;difficult _part of solving
the prablemjs behind yod."

Thank you, and thank 014 again for comd

(MID OF S1T4POSIUM)



(The two papers below were, written by Ms. Marina Leslie, student
tern for the project from the University of California Santa Crux.
Ms Leslie's assistance in the preparation of to symposium and the
materials was invaluable;,we are pleased to be ble to include her
remarks in this volume. -The ftrst paper was w ten prior to the
conference; the second rspeesents hsr views after att lng the ses-
sion and participating throughout the activities of_t t day.

CONFERENCE-PAPER

n one addresses the_posSibility of a .litekapy JcoMes
aediately apparent that the issue is 'compIeand ver ten, an

emotional one. So fundamental is the ability: to use one's native
tongue that there is ,scarcely -an aspect olour lives that it does not
affect. For this its acqUisition is many - faceted and its.:,meas-
urement is a tricky business at beat.-

When measuring the mastery of English , the question must immediately
be raised: "What English?" This word is lobsely used to describe a
language, 'a profession, a skill, an art, a discipline, a personal act,
a social act, an intellectual act, a cultural act. A'. Douglass Alley,
supposedly 'having ,the homonym "intercourse' 1 -mind, compares it, to
the qexual act, saying that instinct gets rough although some
things should be learned.

If the mastery of "standard" English is the criter`i'a for literacy,
further clarification is still necessary. What is meant by "standard"
English? The various definitions of this term give somOdea of its
varied functions: i.e:, "edited" English; '"prestige" English; "edu-
cated" English, eta. No two definitions of these terms are exactly
alike; however, they are all regarded as "the most socially acceptable
dialect."

Although literacy would seem at fl-st to be the unqualified goal of
our. society for its-members, this is not entirely the case..- There is
a tension between the desire for a literate society -'one= whose members_
can- communicate, function and contribute satisfactorily Ocial
context - -and .the desire to maintain linguistic ustandards."--One iM
pulseip essentially democratic, the-other essentially elitist. The
one implies that all people should speak and..writeaceptable English;
the other that only one standard is acceptable and that it is the bne
peculiar to the bducated and upper clasSes which it is designed to dis
tinguish. The conflict -between.thesetwo values, inherent in broadly
disseminating. the.standard". dialect, is.often.pverlookedi-Those who
lament .the decline ofthe_language are theoretically those. who desire
a more literate poplace;7,butas-1, havedicated, the linguistic
watchdogs and guardian's of shibboleths mrght:be wore distressed if
xveryone,did master the socially preferred diaIeot.-

There is, however, slight chance ref this occurring, he standard
simply does not takeSaccount of regional and cultural variations. It



, .

. is by definition a created model posed on an Organic and:changingft

language. Its distinguishing features, those stressed by texts and
teachers, are generally those that run counter to actual usage.-This
is not to say_ that a standard is not's, necessary and useful tool for
achieVing some sort of uniformity in writing; it is.' It is not, how
ever, a measure of intelligence, industry, or moral,ity4all of which
have somehow become attached to its mastery.

The flip side of the conflict of values concerning literacy is found
in the anti-academic, anti-intellectual climate in American today. Am-
pricafts value education, but only-toll point. Education is okay be-
cause. it will get you a job. But as everyone 10-towso- the jdob more of-
ten than not has little to do with the academic world or what you have
learned there. The teacher is your model...but teachers are generally
Underpaidthat is, if they are employed at all. Students .are expect-
ed to increase their vocabulary with words they wouldn't dream of us -
ing with their peers for fear af sounding-affected. School is a-place
where you are sequestered until-'1cou are released to the "real", world.
If there irs a literacy crisis l believe it is more the legit'imac' of
literacy than the mastery of "baiic skills" that is lacking.

Measuring the-mastery of "standard" English is the other problematic
area- Various tests have been devised, but there is no agreement as
to what is to be measured or hOw. There are proficiency tests, compe-
tency.tests, criterion-referenced tests, achievement tests, and many
other varieties of tests; they test for literacy, knowledge, aptitude
(or, as their critics charge, for stiph things as social class, test-
taking abilities, teachers' performance, the effectiveness of a given
school, and the like.) Confusion mounts when a test which. may or
may not give reliablemeasurements--of English.(whose -boundaries are
undefined) shOws a drop in'scores over the last few years. What-does
it mean? Who is to blame? There is no c6nsensus. Among the culprits
suggested-are schools, teachers, test-takers, rampant permissiveness,
Watergate, television, the baby boom, the disintegration of the family,
desegregation, drugs, and the lack of money going toward education. To
some, this drop in scores means that = basic skills are b.eing neglected
and should be; resurrected in the curriculum. However, if figures such,
as those cited by Christopher Jenks in his article, "What's Behind the
Drop.in 'SAT Scores" ,,(Working Papers, July/August.1978) are correct,
and 17-year-olds actually did better on "basic literacy" tests in 1974
than in 1971,-and are doing-worse only in the "complex skills," then a
return to the basics would not).only be unnecessary but potentially dam-
aging as well.' The causes of a decline in criticalttanking and syn-
thesis of ideas are unclear. There is no evidence that IQ test scores
have declined; in fact; any evidence indicates the reverse.

In my research_:for.this project,. I found considerably more finger-
poittifig than comprehensive evaluations of the significance of the 4

drop ih test scores. No one,. of any camp, seems to know exactly what
,to'make of the situation. Much.of.the conflict revolves around what
the ultimate goals of education are and who is accountable` for their.
.achieveMent.__What_teachersi dtudents, parents andtakpa$ers want from
-schoolserr differs greatly These goals .need to be deVeloped and
discussed-more broadiK and fully before anyone can. be held accountable
for seeing ,-them. realized. ifolthe energy invested in finding scapegoats
were redirected to finding aczeptable and workable Ways of teaching and
measuring literacy, everyone" interests.would be better served.
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I believe e reality of existence of a literacy crisis was ve
concisely' dealt with by Charlotte Tenney. Her comment that if/such
a crisis'is perceived as existing, then it indeed exists,' seems-to
me a penetrating analysis etthe.situation. It also indicates how
the "erisis" must be dealt with. Discrediting. te6t scores= in iacadem
is circles will not charige the public's perception of a crisis. If
the majority of people believe that there is _a literacy crieist they'
ate led' to do so,b5earticles in popular magazines, of the Why-ilohnny
Can't-Write varietYt and by the popular philosophy (which is anything
but new) that everything is going to the dogs and education is no ex-
ception. I believe that Mr. Jacoby was representative of the media,
in general when he hedged the issue of- the media's responsibility to-e
offer a moge balance presentation of the issue, particularly with re-
gard to'the reliability of the test scorei.

.

There is .a pressing need for English teacher , linguists and other
professionals whose business is literacy and langUage to make the*
selves heard in other than scholarly publications. Whatever. the "re-
alitfof deceptive test scores, the crises will exist until the pufi7
lic is made cognizant of the scores' shortcomings. Unfortunately, the
public may desire i_more cut-and-dried analyst` i of the situation than
is possible, given its complexity; hence Mr. Jacoby's refrain: "I
don't care about tests,: I just want to know whether or not thhere's
a crisis." It is, therefore, the responsibility of those who have
some familiarity with the cdtplexities and mechanisms of literacy as-
sessment to come forward with -some comprehensive and widely dissemin-
ated articles. I was glad to see that the symposium was being tele-
vised. It is crucial that the issues dealt with in the symposium
reach mere than a select group of teacher and administrators. As stated
in the project brochure, all taxpayers, students and parents as well
as teachers and administrators, are affected by--and conversely have
an effect on--the situation. If there isn't a crisis, somebody should
be let in4 on it1

One -thing th6struck me as ironic was'the fact that''the only part
cipants in t symposium were those who would be regarded by any cri-

' tenon as highly literate--those whose, professions were dmfined by
their mastery of the language and their ability to teach. write, or
speak "educated" English. By'-'present testing procedures, as indicat-
ed in the selected statistics in our materials packets, numerous test-
takers are being classified as "illiterate." But although, we benignly
suggested that they were probably mis-classified, they were not invit-
ed'to attend. I would have been especially interested to hear from
the academic, professional, or functional "illiterates" who were nev-
ertheless "functioning," or those in professional or academic posi-
tions (of whom I suspect there are ample representatives.)

The area covered in the - symposium that was most enlightening for me
was the discussion of testing itself. The present use of tests seems
so incontrovertibly misAirected, unrepresentative, and damaging, that
it is scarcely surprising that no defenders of tests 'came forward.
There did, however, seem to be a general consensus that some, form of
assessment was necessary, i.d some reason to believe that c;tebting #

methods are improving.
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One area, ghat I feIt'was somewhat underplayed (although time was, an
obirious ri dting factor) was tha_prOblem of accountability. The
publi0 i$ tantly boMbarded with the media's reports of the fail-
ure s and the educational system. Like the notion bf the 741

rea he "crisis," if people Pergeifve that teachers are ac-
cQ r t blet foxy teaching literacy and'ar failing in their duty, the
charge' u t be adequately answered or ismissed; and riot only within
such gdblications as En lish-Journal or College En lish, wkich Only
reach a profess oval and ence. I realize that t is may sodhd incon-
sistent With my first paper, which called for less finger-pointing.
I am' noW Gaming to believe that if the reality Of the situation is
ipdeed erfUnction of perCeption, then the teaching profession--and
no less, the test-makers--need to present their cases to the public.
It is #14$ media's responsibility to make this possible, area the pub-
Jic's reOponsibility.to review the facts

If the .genera1 public is in fact literate, we' must do tha
ice of flowing them to read about and evaluate the "great liteedby
crisis themselves..
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ET OF COO:FERENC ATERI,AL -T

.PROVIDED T O P ART CIPANTS

T -Hard s:

(1) HoW i i t,eacy.. defined?

demi,c literacy?-
tessional and busin
tional literacy?

iteracy?

e medi um, of literacy (Standd4Writ

Haw is literacy measured?
.

by obictive tests,(no - and criterion -re erenced).
- by "holistic° testing?
- by sOjective measures?

What are the effect§ of bo alleged
'pollcy? What steps are ,being' -taken in
that there is a crisis?i

a at the national level?
b the state level?
c at the local. level?

(5) What are the effects of th,e allege
live

English

eracy crisis on pub-
,

esponse-to the claim

literacy crisis on people's

(6) How are the media involved` with these issues? What pa
they play"?

(7) is the Crisis -- academic,
real?

essional,and

-do

what can and hould be done about
. .

f it real, how can the myth(s) be laid to res:
.

What cancan 0

..
should be the role cif the,liUmanitS in hi ?

We cannot' cover all these queStions.tpdayi,
and. may do little More than touch on some
of then. However, the Bibliography and the
Resource Listin,this packet shoUld-lead.'
you to further sources of information.



DEFINITIONS OP STANDARD E.

1 - Correll,. R. and C. Laird, 1972. fish. Pr en

tics -Hall.

"Stnndard'Englian 13 the language used: by educated people,

the language that commands respect and estate, that providen

profeenionnl Status. Nonstandard, 'sometimes called vulgate,:

eharacterlsti.c: of the uneducated, in In social disrepute;..

2 -(THE RAME AUTHORS, T)Ii SAME TEXT, IN ITS 1976 EDITION)

"Good English A3 tnglish that works, ,,, Standard is used

0:identify, In a broad way, the kindrof language that 13

necessary for serious purpoSes, espepially in writing."

3 - Morse, J.m., 197), "The Shuffling Speech of Slavery." Collage

En illt 34:8)4'643, A

"StandsedlIngliah In the English in which most Of the be0a,

`magazines, and nevitpanorn we read are written, The ability,

to read, write, and speak it Is a necessary key to the in-

formation and artistry bloke contain and the convereatIou

they sake pon$0,1e, 910 English, like silent -majority

whtWEnglioh, lacks the vocabulary and the syntactic re=

sourcen,for thought of even moderateLeaMplexity."

Conner, J,,!1968. Jar_'_01,411ejaAGraTru-Ida'dEnliah. Houghton

"Formal written English, the language of the educated corn"

musty, la rot a spoken language, ... lfliai no loud,

habitation, but to In use wherever educated people use

The language of every scholarly purnuit, however

esoteric its vocabulary and however many special rules in

its jargon, is derived from Formal Written English."'

Logan, J,. and,V. LogSn, 1967. ''Vami_cAzLepnaiLELtclanuie
Arts, McGraw -Hill. '

"Standard English is theiialect of educated speakers, those

Prominent In business; and in'Public and chltural-affairo

of the community ""

Watkins; F., et, al, eda,. 1978, English

5tn_Edition. HOughton Mifflin.'

"The language in generally accepted use in the EnglIgh-

speaking countries is )(non as Standard English. It may
,

be characterized as the language of educated persona."

DeINITIONS or LITERACY (PIJIMIoNAL AND OMR)!

0 yillerich, P. 1976. "Towards an Assessable ,Defin ieh of

1,1tcraSY." Englishaanal 65150-55.

' Literacyla that tietonstrated competence in communication'

3kiils which onaticn the individual to function, epproprl

ate to his ago. independently in MO society and with a

Potential for movement in that nociety.°

University of Tease reeearch,projeot for the U.S. Office of

Education. quoted to IIIAM1114vEVIOrldle.OPt for 11/1Y75,

"Functional literacy is not simply the ability to read or
write at ache arbitrarily chosen grade level. The reoesren

dafinefl functional literacy as the ability of an adult to

apply Skills to major .knowledge arms regarded RS INporte
ant to auceesaf111 livingk"

) Cole, G 107, "The Chn,ins of Frictional The
Education hi eat LI)110-13.' (And in the AFL =CIO Amen Feder -
mom

"The savanaition is that tolfun6tIon competently today, adults

must have a minimniabllity to Communicate by reading) writ-

ing, speaking, end 'listening, They whit know some arithmetic,
v be arts to sol4 problena, and handle; orsonal relatienonlps

in Die fine basic areas of ocduoational.knowledge, consumer
economies, health, community re$00re al and government and Ism"

- sal bltm Vioc'of Kelly Cirl, personal coalmunioationi

All candidates, must achieve satisfactory 2t008 on five

competency teats.' The first is a leo-word spelling tot]

the second is basic math, Third ls,1 test or filing, which

requires candidates to properly assign hypothetical docu

ments to categories. The fourth tent is A test of general

grammar, in which candidates are expected to find and eaN
rest alOanical intro in written materials. Finally, there
is a test of ponmannhipi both cursive and printing.



CRITERIA O LITERACY:

1 - Vkavid 1969. "Social Dialec is and Pro
Wii-tL es. College English 30; a1 365.

"_The percentage of unemployed Is probably no grea e
the percentage of unfil;ed jobs`; but there is no match, for
the unemployed lack the qualifications the new jobg demand2
the ability to read with speed and comprehension, the abi-
lity to write clear :and effective prose, the abil.4ty to deal
orally with the public in a wide range of situations that
deMad a mastery of some kind of Standard English."

Re

A. Chairman of the Board of Admlz.0
-1 C&-12fornia, ,in;alette_ to- the LAS

set these criteria. for hi 11,school[ graduates

"2. Me ability to write a mposition
demonstrating (a) the selection of a m
eloprlerit of that idea through argument and exampl (b) conm
trot of diction (appropriate word choice) and clear entence
construe 'on (the avoidance of vagueness and ambiguity); (c)

ommand of mecharlics (staildard spelling and punctuation).
The ability to analy2e a literary passage, to determine

theme and methods of characterization."

3 - From the National Assessment of 8ducational Progress,
of their criteria for writing and reading skills.

The ability to write to 'communicate adequately (1) in a social
situation.. (2) in business or vocational situations... (3) in
a se io1astie situation... The ability to appreciate the value
of writialg.

UniNer-
26/76,

de

t least 500 words
idea and the deN-

Understanding words and wo d relationshi ps; eensio of
graphic materials; comprehen 'on pf written directions ; com-
prehension and knowledge of'reference materi ls; ability, to
obtaiAn significant facts from written passages; ability to
abstract main ideas aVd organization from written passages;
ability to draw infeeences from written passagesi ability to
read with critical understanding."

4 - Criteria of the California Writing Tas}c ?or e, for a CSUC
graduate:

"...the ability to read and erstand a fairly oo p1 ex ques-
tion on are intellectually demanding sub and to respond on
short notice with'a logical, clear, and coherent toi. ce of ex-
position. The student should be capable of formlaating a
thesis which can be developed within the time alloted to the
assignment of substantiating that thesis without losing focus
or strayin from the subject. Both the essay as a whoLe and
individual paragraphs should be unified and coher t and rep-
resent adequate development of the central idea. The student
should demonstrate knowledge of the principles of

algca3sordination and subordination and the ability to develc
at the level di the sentence rather than by mere accretion of
sentences. In addition, the prose of the CSUC gradtia should
be reasonably free of f-errors in usa'a, spelling, arid other
mechanics..."

_Pr
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Retort or the Committee an Ctik,ponit1on and Rhetoric of the garvard

oollege Revd of overneero, 169h.

"lt would not seem unreasonable to insist that young mon of

nineteen yearsq)f age who. preSent themselves, for a college

Mutation, Should..be able not only to speak, but to write

their other tongue witkeam and oorrectnoss. It is obviously

absurd that the aollegs,.the Institution of higher education.,

should to Galled upon to tun aside from its Proper functiona,

sad devote itn means and the time of its instructors to the

task of inorting elementary instruction which should be given
.

even in ordinary grammar schools..."

0,1 1917, What is 1i 2inh

"From every college in the eougtry goes up the cry, 'Our fresh.

gen can't spell, can't punctuate,' Every high school is in sap

pair because its pupils are hi Woefully Ignoraht or the merest

ruclimersts. A reformation everywhere is demanded."

Lyo

k :

n C4, 1976. 'The Higher' illiteracy.' Hata for September

6. page )).

'00 idea of A 'literacy crlOts' fits so conveniently' the current

mood or:cultural reaction that one inclines to doubt its vellolty,

,.. Otit'evol these of Us wile would prefer to disregard the con,

jail of n plague of mIll,literacy rust find the evidence persueliee4

Conaider, for examPle, the steady drop in the average notion-

score on the verbal section of the Scholastic Aptitude Teqt$ the

fact that nearly half of the entering class at the University or

California at lerXeley, 4 fairly aelective school which takeleonly,

the top eighth:of California high school graduates-1 failed Age.

root czars and had to be Orerled in remedial composition courseel

the news that applicants to Journalism programs at Wisconsin, Min.

neota, Texas, and North Carolina flunk basic spelling, punctuation,

and wage tests otrates. that vary between )0 and 50 pereenti a

00)1 the Assoeillein,or American Publishers showing that'cel.4

rjLW freshmen relit- do read on what used t .be considored a high

school freshman ell!

Daniels, 4,1 076. 'Is There a Decline in Literacy?"

'rn 1710, Jonathan Swift announced in the Tatter that the degen'

oration of the Ehglishlanguage YU quickly proceeding, and that

only Oriatt10 measures could prevent its becoming

Go its OW71 5p0Akerl inside of twenty years. Swift appealed to

the Lord fl1 gh Treasurer to set up a panel of acholaro and authors

to act 01 arbiters of correctness.,, Swift's crusade was later

taken 4 by Lord Orrey, who.,4elt-that Swift had saved the

tongue from' corruption during Pie age, but that since Swift's

death the language had prneipitounly declined. By 1751, Or' y

woo convinced that Englith Vas pima on the brink of >d

destruction, Some twenty years later,'James Beattie reassessed

the sittjet1ont English had moved with its customary gory throu p

orrey's tile but was now..threatened with corruption,',
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MI% 4,, 10 the LiA, lines fo

Boaeee' RIO to TO5t Them,'"

9/u/78, "court f neue iWorkere

'Sigee 2970, Richard Burger ha wore 0.A a power plant._peretor

At Detroit kii5en'S generating plant hero.'.. For the Ontre the,

Burger has, been dreaming of becoming an instrument man, It Is k

cleaner jov that would gilie hiM MOO Money,110r0 security and

raglan' daytime hours, However, he has no hope of being prOnOted.

Severn Para ago,b0he company gave him a battery of aptitude tots,

He rAilld oor, in the, company's words, !Ord 'hot recommended,'
Burger. Pt 18 a ran capable of building and wiring his new house,

hht he Wits that he is not to good et multiple choice testa:.,,
NoW, bigger' and his union, the utility workers of America, ate

hrlefting to life the fantasy of milliont of tesWmkers 4r019

the united %neg. In a seven.yhar leaol struggle, they . eve been

ohallegeing.oandon far, defeating. -the people who make I multi.

plc choice tote, "

Sirotr111, k,, In the L.A. Those for 1/10/7?, "Educational

Methode Plunk Out,

Tor example, parents may be toll tnet141arY, their sixth-grader,'

has received a math score with A percentile rank of 70. That

means Mall performed better than 7O of the other studentS who

took that particular standardized test, Actually, Mary's per

formance was not compared with all the otudehts who took the

text, but with the perforNanCe of a theoretically represemta

titre eanolaofettlentao Wee results were used to UtOblieh

the 'norm', Put whether Mary knows what she zell to hnow is

still gndoternined. Thdeedy based on these ptandardlied tests,

no one can tell whether Marro knowledge 4f oath conforms to

any recognized criteria of learning,'

Ohmanri, R,1 ih The Chronicle 't Pi norldu ation for 16/2061 'The

No 4 hoCx,'Decline in Literacy Jo a Fiction,

"The Ediestiennl Testing Service, the Office of fdtleation, and

two other. ergahltations sponspred a wide survey of reading test

results last year. The researchers fotlhd no 00111 evidence of

a decline In rending mbility, and concluded this wayi 'rte are

now convinced tat anyone who says belnewo that literacy is

decreasingTio at best unscholarly an worse dishonest,' Ap.

par/lily ortaro, go so often, experiencing a media-creates event.'

Kotula, T" in the j A, Tina for 7/211/7?, *Illiteraey Creating.

Probleho for Navy.'

"IllJt0rAy hes Become se serious and go'wideopread among young

Anutimge here and elsewhere that the Navy lo finding It increas-'

Inr,y (lirActin to find reoruits'who cahfurto'bion competently in

the tervi5e, Uric recent study or 21000 rung recruits at the

govy Aluit Training Center hen diem* thatT% of those

teeted read below the 10th-grade level.,
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ELECMD '7"'T 5TICS4

From the 1975 report prepared by the 'Univcrsit.y.of T r the
Office of Z(1-11 atioh, on' functional literacy in the ed States:

;prey' 46 of the adult pulation.i functionally literate
=BreOdowil'of this stati tic shows'the following p.oportionSi
malQs'0,17%L,fcr.ales, 23; Anglos, fElacA -11-4; Spanish-
surnamed; 5 1 . other racial Groups, 6

Thi.5izho idbe co_ red with the reoorted UyS, literacy rate
'of 99%-irl_Roc6.21et' Foundation's'monograph-Worla M. ita-ynd-Social

Anditurr, , oy Ruth Leger Sivard, 1977. Clearly
the same way in the two studicr.

On't4 Bar Examinatio .for which g passing score is
The statistics passing on first :try in 197_

=A candid t es, 1%
.Mi rities,
444Yerage.AngLo score w 71.d5
AV'erare minority score - 68

were a

rom the U.S. Commission on CiVii- Righ- .repor- for August 1978,,
._ing the period from 1960 to 1976

=Women and s are 1/3 less likely than white "males
c-otaid college degreed

=Minority males earn 15%. less _than comparably educated white, males;.
=Female all races earn 30%-less than whlt males
TTo change ;seer in this pattern over the ,16y r period

C llfornla population report released from Sacramento in
.

'2 1977
gives the -1:a1Iowing breakdown:

=Total population, 24 mr
Chicanopoloulation, 4.2 million

=Black population, 1.6 million
.=Total mlrorA-yvopulation, 8.3 million - 34,7%

5 - A 1977 report4rom the National Center for Education Statis tics
offers the following breakdown on education ProfessIcnalsv

=Elementary and secondary chpol'principals, 87,3 %. males.
=Elementary and secondary school teachers, only 16.7% males
=Elementary and secondary seftool teachers,.89T; Anglo
=Teacher education ,students, 91% Anglo

The 1977 report of U.S. doctorates in the sci
Tonal, Research Council:

A

the

Ch
99.4 86.1 c3.1 7b.1

prop
umanities are essentialI
females is slightly higher,

4 ,

ae excel



Diego County
.

:Total population

ur. 16 - 21 years

tabor 1 Total

ii
Employed

Unompl*d

4anpower Statistics: 197 Census

. Other: Sp pith Minority.

aces Amrican 'Total.White Bla 1

.1,251,801 (92.2%)

1R1-013 (14

431,697 (89.41:1

404,901 (94.N.

25-122 (91.

[106,053 (7 1 174,209 (12.8%)

10,506 (16,9 %) 6,273 (2

6.6d 1 ( ) 52,490 ( 7..5 ) 81,172 (16.14)

:15,753 %) 9,841 ( 2.3%) 49,400 11.5r,.) 75,002 (17.4%)

1,604 ( 5. 359 2 6m.1 2,570 14.0.) 4,533 (22.20

Unemployment Rate 9. 7.1; 7.6?, 7.9

Enr011ed in School 57,1 92 2,050 ( 4. 2,072.( 8,798 (14.27) 13,720 (22:7.0

Prof.aech. Workers 771142 (96.0%) 1 627 2.0ZY 1, .0_1 5,302 ( 6.696) 6,525 (10.6W)

Physicians/Dentists 3,607 (97.7%)

and Related

62 ( L.7°,) 177 ( 4.8%)

Medical & Health

eke a stars'
7,172 (92.2 %) 277 ( .6%) 325 ( 4.26) 621 ( 8.06) 22

'leachers, Elementary 14,998 (96.3U

and Secondar

389 ( .5%) 19 L.261 941 ( °. :1149

IOTE: There -is a total 0 +100% in some cases, as The Spanish-American Ethnic Group ..(which) can
,

include 'Whites', Blacks', and other races" has been counted twice in some cans. I found

the-variance to'be about .05% in most case8,

4
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STANDARDIZED TESTING:,
HON TO READ THE RESULTS.

The flues

Standardized tests continue to loom very large in decisiurt
Making processes affecting the world of English teaching. Serious
rorisequences arise from "misreadings of standardized test

results: unwarranted inferences and conclusions about student
learning, teacher performance. and curricUlum change accrue
from misconceptions about the nature and the meaningbf results
front standardized. multiple-choice te"sts_ In order to counter
misuses of such tests, English teachers need to become "close
readers"',of-esa.andardized tests and' the manuals, accomparrYing

= =

them_

Professional Viewpoints and Research -
Several research studies have indicated theft many proless ctrrals Strategies fo5 Action

(teachers, counselors, administrators, and education ...gene
ficials) are relatively naive about the limitations and appropriate Countering the ext.;
uses of standardized test results. David Goslin's survey of teachers measures requires two steps
and counselors in 75 secondary schools found must of the scientific measurement:12) p
teachers to be relatively uninformed: similaP findings emerged in a standardiied tests and of the i
Companion study of teachers in 800 elementary schools (Ternetters The person made uneasy by
and Testiue. N,Y.: Russell Saee Foundation, 1967). Examining
uses of standardizedtcst data I;y Michigan adminiserators and
education agenuie-s, 96use. Rivers, -and Stuftlebeard reported a

-----hueribir Of' questionable practices in the development and use of
standkdized tests in the Michigan Accountability System. These
investigated' found "serious c rors" in the use Of 'test results,
reflected in such practices as 1) tying district funding to
gain scores of low achievers, (2) using test scores as a inajor
criterion in evaluating teacher performance= and (3) interpreting
test scores as if they were literal Indicators of what is taught and
learned in school: House. Rivers-, and Stufflebeam's expert
opinion about [Ike effectiveness of standardized tests as measures
of school learnine is especially

Test, r ttits are not good measures of what taugh in
sehOoi, strange as it may seem. They are cood indicators of
f.ocioeeo!nomic class and other 'variables. But'. unless one
cpches the tests themselves_ they ere not very aensitive to

hoot- Yearning. i Phi Della Kappan 55 -10 [19741. 663-69.)

ruing and Teaching

measures of achievement, they would be very poor items for
producidg variations in, student performance, Hence. the "good"
achievement test that is built upon psychometric principles is nut
,set up to i.eveal what -everybody knows- about'a subject: rather
it is arranged to niairnize variation in performance in order to
produce student rankings, Carver. concludes that acitioement
tests so constructed actually emphasize aptitude instead of
achierement. (.-1merfoan Elute/Nona/ Rescarch .5:

119751.=. 77-86.)
A growing national

standardized tests has led representatives of 40 major educational
organizations to organize a National Sympo3ium on-Testing wider
the auspices of the North Dakorra Study Group on Evaluation and
the IN:rational Association Qt- Elementary School Principals. This
group. with, which NC1E is affiliated:hopes to undertake a
massive national study of the construction, the content_ the use.
and the effects of varienis, standardized tests, if It can find funding

n over widespread num' of

sources.

nald P Carcr demonstrates in another study why a;hieve-
mem tests are inapproprite Measures of school learning. In his
appraisal of the standardized tests used in the famous Coleinah
Report (the STEP Tests). .Carver explains ill* these tests.

designed according to traditional lest-making principles. elimina
ted thrise items that all students 9.o I correct during development
of the tests. Even though these items rnight be very good

buseS in the use of standardized
If-instruction in the -basics- of

ie exposure of the fallibility or
'es their misuse may cause,

language of mathernatiCS and
confused by statistical reporting schemes can begin to make sense
of the matter by consulting NCTE's brief booklet on Cuitonten
Sense untii Tsting EJnish. Here the complexities of stand-
ardized testing procedure's are explained clearly in non-tat-Nth:al
ways: and dangers of 'resting- are identified: alternatives are
proposed:' patterns for reporting tese results to the public are
suggested. -.

The- second strategy fur oction -uncovering the fallibility
standardized tests-will take up the rest of this brief report,

Measurement in education is not an exact science. Ve must
never forget that statements about -achievements- in learning
made in the language of mathematics, like. sta-tements Made in
everyday speech, are onlY appreximatel true wilhin defined
limits. There is no such thine as error-free measurement in
physical science or in the human --scienceseT, Lancelot lingben
points out in Marhernuties tor the Aillions 11w i.orremmeisto-e,1
menu cannot be roprosented be ae single number; True measure-
ment involves the smtement two limits, between which, the
real- value can be expected to tall, This principle obvioUsly has

implications for reporting rest results.
Errors may enter into ant' phase of the standardized resting

enterplise: (1) in the sarnple of language -behaviois" IA
he rneasArd: 121 in creating ,arid keying test items: 131 in
administering 'The test; in sewing it by hand 01 machine: (5) in
mrerpieting test resuhs,illt is therefore essential to consider all
potential sources of erne z vi hen using,..pny parricular standardized
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est he deciding whether its results are dependable. Once the
theinan" errors in making and using standardizedI tests are
erected. we 'still are left with "chance" error, which is invariably
resent in statistically treated data. A statement of the chance

factor, called the "standard error Of measurement," should
accompany any report of an individual test score. Otherwise,
serious misinterpretation of scores will occur.. The more ref-
sp,onsible companies make clear in their manuals how "obtained-
scores . will vary through pule -chance, b metimes this
information is inaccessible to teachers, bei buried in tedini9I
manuals in the test administrator's office.

Educational Testing Service does present, in readily available
manuals, non-technical explanations of the error factor. On their
Scholastic Aptitude Test, for example, if a student's "obtained-
.score is 600, the' odds an 2 to 3 that his or her "true- score will
fall between 570 and 630. In other words, if this student were to
take this same test main, the chances are 2 out of 3 that the score
obtained would fall somewhere within this 60 point range. There
is still another error factor to "read" into a c9rnparison of the
scores of two persons, The "standard error of ehe difference" on
the SAT indicates that a 72 point difference between two
persons' scores on the math section or a 66 point difference on
the verbal section is so statistically insignificant that "it cannot be
taken seriously." In regard to error of measurement, House,
Rivers, and Stufflebearn make the point that even on " "highly
reliable" tests, individual gain scores 'tan and do fluctuate wildly
for no apparent reason by -as much as a full grade equivalent

.unit."- The implication of this characteristic of standardized test
results is clear: decisions based on test results must rake into

omit measurement error. Scores unaccompanied 0 measure-
ror data should be refeeted

Let us now move one step back to see what lies behind the test
score: what goes into a-standardized test score? In a standardized
reading test, for eXareeple, various kinds of test itemslare bunched
together under broad headings such as 'vocabulary" or "eorn
prehtnsion." The "eativ" score (before it is transformed into grade

,require. In accumulating the ©t '.that i2tiake up a reading

level equivalents 6r some o r scale) is often the sum of the
correct answers, regardless, of t e level of thinking each item may

comprehension score, all responses, are counted as equal, whether
the itern.required a high level eeneralieation or merely an act of
.literal recall.. The same score can be achieved by countless
combinations of. right answers: Thus, a single, uninterpreted score
reveals nothing' -of the .strengths or weaknesses that produced the
comprehension score. - . i

Let us suppose ',hat we have a mini-comprehension test with
only I Oerems. Two -people each make scores of 7 on the teit. The
score -7" could :bd achieved by any of 120 different combina.

'trolls of answers (according to a mathematician). There is never a
guarantee that identical:scores arise from the same sequences of
performance or that they represent the sarnee3ools of knowledge.
Yet, identical scores on _standardized tests are' equated. and
educational decisions are made upon the basis ofelhis falsely,
assumed equivalency. People rarely see any need: fo ask the
question, -Which seven questions did the person get corrects"

It is iinportanr to remember' tly test scores are enrneoaijons,
Once the summation is made. important differential information
(often, the really meaningful_ individualizing int-ell-nation) is lost.
Even computerized readouts of all right/wrong F#punses do not
provide- the truly(sienificant differential information. Even with
the item-teteitemerecurd of richtlwrong responses, we still do not
know the -logic.- of the error. A recent Peanuts cartoon
epitomizes the -leek" of thewiong response. of the potential
inis6iitteh between the intent of the question-maker and the
perception of the answer-eiver. In one panel we see Pepperrnirit
Batty rousin'e over the teacher's question, ''What was the author's
purpose in writing the story?"' In the next panel comes Patty's
reply, "Maybe he needed the money.- Deborah Meier's Reading

e and tire Tests (New N.Y.: Workshop Center'
Open Education. 1973) provides a sobering. record
happened when third grade children in P,S 144. Manhattan. seer.
asked 'what particular questions meent to them in the P)70 and
1971 Metropolitan Achievement Tests. The reasons for their
"wrong" answers actually make very good sense. exposing levels
of comprehension hidden by right /wrung tabulations.

The final topic of this report deals with the major issue in
reading the Jesuits of any standardized test: How closely does the
content of the test fit the program of instruction? Any
standardized test of 85' to 150 hems is only a sampling of a
universe of instruction. So the question of the adequacy of the
sample inevitable arises: that is, is this test a representative sample
of the behaviors it purports to measure, in terms of the emphases
in instruction in a particular -classroom or school district?
Consider, for example, the typical "Test of Written Expression,"
where- the only things measured are the things that happen inside
sentences, Often taken by the public and some members of the
profession as a true test of composition, it may dwell on the
iMproprieties of "lie/lay," -svhoi(whom." "couldn't hardly," and

ter mechanical problems, The class that has-concentrated on
the real tasks of writing (selecting a subject, pursuing a specific
intention, addressing a particular audience) may suffer a dis-

advantage in such a narrow sampling of -written expression,"
Richard Braddock (in Grommon, (976) raises an interesting
question about these -objective" tests of writing when he asks,
"What is the difference between a test of reading ability and a
multiple-choice test of 'writing ability'?" A "good reading" of the
results of standardized tests in English requires one to deterinine
whether the labels on tests and the conten of the items have tiny
significant bearing on the domain they purport to measure.

A person can, of course, perform poorly on a Standardized
test- But, sometimes, what appears to be poor performance-
actually is an artifact 'of the lest structure and content, or a
misreading of the test results. We need to be able to distinguish

-ont condition from the_ other. We need then to become better
readers of test results and. thus wiser consumers of commercially
prepared "one-right-answer" standardized tests..

Leo Ruth'
(For the SLATE SteeringCdrnmittee)
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SY POSIUM. EVALUATION
Nt.

We would like to know how this symposium has aff fed ye44( think inT oboe the
literacy -.issue. Listed below are several questions that ask about your opinions
prior to attencling..the' symposium. These questions are followed by a sot thot- in
quire about your current thoughts on and_feelings about the issue. Feel Free to
respond ta, thE: questions with as much detail as you choose.- We also welcome
any additional comments you care to make aboutthe symposium. If you need
additionol space, csntinUe your comments on the other side of the page.,, Thank
you for your participation and for sharing your -reactions w

1. Before you attended conference, did you believe there was a literacy
crisis?

What information sources had an affect on your opinions about the literacy-
issue ?

What were your reasons for attending? What. did you expect to learn?

mm mmmm 6Th 9-####### mm ## .... 660 0666.6 .066 66 . 6 .. 4-.60 6 6 6
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Do you now' feel that , there:is a literacy crisis?

How has this program changed or influenced your thinking?

What program participants) seemed particularly well informed?

w' general, did the speakers present information' h t you hadn't thought of
before?



SYMPOSIUM EVALUATION (Continued)

Was -there any line of mkin
ode ate at-tention?

d you feel as if you
. o1 importance to you?

out the issue that you feel was not given

mple opportunity to discuts matters that were

(*0

If you had the opportunity change something about this symposium,
what would you change'?

Feel as this symposium provided a worthwhile experience for you?

12. Please circle any of the following groups to

SDSU Faculty or Administration

Community School District

School Board

Signature Option I

rich you belong..

League of Women Voters

PTA

Other Corr
Specify,

unity Groups


